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{BSTRACT

This study was concerned rvith practice effects in the Mtlller-

Lyer illusion. Of partÍcular concern \Arere the successive trials effects

in the ingoing form (hf) and outgoing form (oM) of rhe illusion rvhen

each rvas tested separately. A test for successive trials effects in ¡,f

and 0M rvas deemed necessary since past experiments in thÍs area have

used Brentano targets whereas several investigators have indicated that

rM and oM may behave dÍfferently under dÍfferent conditions.

The method of adjusLment was used Ëo obtain measures of the i1lu-
sion in the various targets. Tlne 162 subjects were divid.ed Ínlo nine

groups and each subject made 36 adjustment.s with Ëhe variable portion

of the target so thaË its lengËh wourd be equal to the length of the

standard portion which was being judged. There were two versions of the

Brentano targeË, ol1e in which Df was sËandard and OM was varied, and the

oËher in which OM was standard and ll't was varied. Judgments of the IM

form of the illusion involved stimulus displays in which (a) D{ was

standard and two dot.s formed the variable portÍon, and (b) dots formed

the standard length and the variable portion T¡ras an IM target. The same

kinds of targets r/üere used for the OM form of the illusion buË ín both

cases ÏM targets vlere repLaced by OM targets. Three control conditions

were also tested and in each case Ëhe standard and variable portions of

Ëhe stimuli were the same. The first control condition involved the use

of dots only and Ëhe second and third conditions used the rM and oM

targets, respectively"



The results obtaÍned for the control groups revealed that a suc-

cessive trials effect existed in the measurement of non-illusorv or

conLrol targets. The means for blocks of four successive trials \7ere

integrated ínto the data from the experimental groups so as to control

for possible contaminatÍng effects.

A significant effect due to the type of the BrenLano illusÍon

was not found but the analysis revealed a significant trials effect.

Thus, this experimenL replicated previous results.

There were two main conclusions drav,¡n from the results of the

analysis performed on IM and OM. In the first place, under the present

stimulus conditions, IM and OM are different in terms of the síze of.

illusion present. Secondly, the successíve trials effect is similar

for both forms of the Mllller-Lyer illusÍon. A matching techniqLre was

then used to further test for differences in practice effects for Dl

and 0M. Again the same conclusion of no difference rlzas reached.

The findÍngs from the experiment were discussed in terms of

their empiricaL and theoreËical implications. Special emphasis was

direct.ed toward the uncertainty of pasË concLrsions sínce previous

experimenters used BrenËano Ëargets and typically did not include data

from control groups.
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INTRODUCTTON

The eminent philosopher l^iilliam James once observgd that,

ttone man rvill distinguish by taste betrveen the upper and lorver
half of a bottle of o1d Madeira. Another will recognize, by feel-
ing the flour in a barrel, whether the wheatl,ras gro\^rrr in lowa or
Tennessee. The blind deaf mute, Laura Bridgman, has so improved
her touch as to recognize, after a yearts interval, the hand of a
person who once had shaken hers; and her sister ín misfortune,
Julía Brace, is said to have been employed in the Hartford Asylum
to sort the linen of its multitudinous inmales, after it came from
the wash, by her rvonderfully educated sense of smel1 (James, 1890,
Vo1. I, l. 509).'l

Undoubtedly, rvhat James was pointing out was that oLlr perception of ob-

jects and events changes as T,üe become more familiar with those objects

and events.

In contemporary

given by James would be

experimental psychology, examples such as those

as examples of ttperceptual learning.rt

as a relarively perlnanent change inPerceptual Learning car,

perception which results

c las s if ied

be defined

from past experience and r,¡hich leads to a more

adapËive response.

of reference within

Though the term "adaptive" is undefined, the frame

which it is usual-ly used indicaEes that the responses

display better resolution of impinging stimuli.

given by James serve to describe the pheno-Although the examples

menon of perceptual learning, they are not sufficient to provide an

adequate understanding of the nature or function of such learning. The

experimental psychologist demands a specific laboratory task which will

exemplify the operation of the l-aws that govern perceptual learníng.

trnlith such a task, the effects of different stimulus and organismic



varíables can be assessed and the relationship of perceptual learning to

other psychological principles can be clarified.

In the last seventy years three types of approaches have been

employed most often. These approaches include the use of prísmatically

Ëransformed stimulation, the assessment of perceptual development, and

the effects of practice in the perception of illusions.

A large number of experinents have been performed on prismatically

Ëransformed stimulatÍon. In these experiments Ss wear prisms so that

the visual input is inverted and/or reversed in relation to normal-

vision. An attempt ís then made to examine the amount of adaptation to

this new environment. The adaptive process has been observed through

the use of both subjecLive verbal reports and specific measures of

performance. Epstein (L967 ) presents a comprehensive review of the

LiteraEure and evaluates the current research and theories on this topic.

The second Ëype of experimental approach to perceptual learning

-involves an assessment of the course of perceptual development. For

example, in a classical study, Von Senden (L932) investigated perception

of simple geometric forms in Ês who were suddenly able to perceive

objects as a result of operations for removal of caEaracts. The develop-

ment of visual perception could be studied with these Ss since they were

visually naive buË could respond as adults. The data obtained in this

manner were mostly based on verbal reporËs but were suggestive and

subsequently 1-ed to controlled experimentation. Some of the research on

this ropic has been revíewed by Gibson (L969) in her book on perceptual

l-earning and development.



A third approach rvhÍch has been used in research on perceptual

learning involves practice effects in geometrÍc illusions. In these

experiments !s are presented rvith an illusory target and are required to

estimate that dimension of the Earget rvhich normally does not yield a

veridical response. These subjective estimates can be measured and

compared to the veridical dimensions. In experimenËs on successive

trials effects the subject is asked to make .estimates when the illusion

is presented repeatedly. By observing Lhe changes in responses to the

illusion an attempt Ís made to investigate the course of perceptual

learning.

This dissertation will be concerned primarily with the effect of

successive trials on the perception of geometric illusions. This

example of perceptual learning has been chosen for three reasolts. First

ít Ís one of the oldest approaches to the problem; second, a large num-

ber of variables have been investigated, and third, the methods have

become standardi zed to Ëhe extent thaÈ an evaluation of methodological

issues can be f ruitfull-y undertaken.

One generalization that quickly emerges Ís that previous studíes

have failed to employ proper controls and uncontaminated targets.

Therefore, the major aim of the invesËigation is to assess the effect of

practice on the perception of the illusion under properly conËro1led

conditÍons.

Historical Background

Experíments on successive trials effecËs have been performed with

several different geomeÈric illusions, but the most popular one Ís the



Mllller-Lyer configuration shov¡n in Figure 2 (p.10)" A large number of

parameters have been assessed on the Mllller-Lyer figure and, for this

reason, research on this illusion will be evaluated in depth, But,

configurations other than the Mllller-Lyer have also been employed and a

brief review of these experiments wíll be presented first.

Judd and Courten (1905) report_ed a series of practice tríals on

the Zollner illusíon. The S received 1200 trials during 53 sessions

rvhich lasted 35 days. From the table and graph presented by the authors,

one can see that the illusory effect increased to approximately the 73rd

Ërial, decreased fairly regularly to the 652nd trial and then fluctuated

between a sma11 positive and negative illusion to the end of the session.

LewÍs (L9L2) investigated the effect of practice (under momentary

and prolonged presentation) on the fi1led-unfi1led space illusion. One

adult and one boy were given practice trials. For prolonged exposures

the adult S showed a decrease in the illusion to zero by the end of nine

days of practice trials. After 16 days the boy still showed an illusory

effect but one which had decreased with trials. For both Ss, momentary

exposure to the figure (.02 sec) did not bring about an appreciable

practice effect.

Íhe vertical-horizontal illusion has received somewhat more recent

interesË. Perhaps this is because some studies reported that the illu-

sion decreases'(Farnum, 1908; Valentine, L9L2a), whereas one study

implied that no decrement occurs (I^lilliams, L9L2) and that perhaps the

i1-lusory effecË can even increase with successive triaLs (Valentine,

T9L2b).



Mountjoy and Cordes (1958) gave each of their Ss 2L tríals on an

illusion in which the lengths of the vertical and horizontal lines were

154 r¡rn. The auLhors found a signifícant decrease Í,n illusory effect

between the first block of three trials and the l-ast three trials.

Only one study has been directed specifican-ly to the effects of

successive tríals on the Poggendorff illusion. Fortunately, several

other st,udies have considered successive trials aÏ-ong with the other

facts of interest to the partÍcular experiment. llÏte results that have

been obtained are not clear cut.

Cameron and Steele (1905) attempted to determine the effect of

practice on the Poggendorff íllusion. 0n1y one subject $ras used and he

r¡las one of the authors. The target used for the nrractice trials had a

distance between intercepting obliques of 7 cm andi the angle between the

obliques and parallel lines was 45o (7 cn - 4So). In addition, fÍve

oËher targets were used: the dimensions for each were 5 cm - 45o; 2 cm -

45o; 5 cm-30o;5 cm- 600, andatarget 5 cm-¿i5o inwhich theoblique

positioned on the lower left parallel poínted toi¡ard the upper right

parallel rather than from lower right to upper left parallel as in the

other fÍve figures. The subjecL indicated his judgment by adjusting the

oblique on the right so that both obliques were perceived to form two

secËions of a straight 1ine. Before practice trial.s began, Ëwenty-five

judgments v¡ere made with each of the six cargeËs. The practíce trials

were distributed into rnorning and afternoon sessions for over a month,

and the practice series extended Eo 3,200 trials. The authors report

thaË the illusion disappeared with pracÈice. Afrer 3,075 Ërials the number



of practice trials r.¡as reduced to 25 per session. Transfer of training \r7as

tested by having each of the previousLy tested non-practice targets jud-

ged in one of the remaining five sessions. From the table they presented,

it is clear that there \.üas transfer of practÍce from the 7cm - 45o

target to the other five illusions

Vurpillot (L957 ) undertook the task of demonstrating that the

illusory effect of the Poggendorff figure is. present in both geometric

figures and in concrete scenes. The concrete scene consisted of a man

raising or lowering a weight by means of a string which ran behind a

column, In both the geometrical and concrete situations the distance

between parallels was 6.5 cm and the obliques formed 45o angles with the

parallels. The upper left obliquelras operated by the S. In one part

of the study the different age groups of 5, 6,7,9,12 and 26 years

were combined into one main group and given.20 practice triaLs. One

half of the subjects began with the geometrical figure and the other

half with the concrete situation. A practice effect \nras not found across

subjects. On the contrary, the mean error of the firsc two trialsl¡/as

significantly lower than the following eighL trials. In fact, the

youngest group showed a consistent increase Ehroughout the 20 trials.

A method of production as welL as a variation of the Poggendorff

illusion was used by Pressey and Sweeney (1969). The distance between

parallels of the Poggendorff illusion was 1.125 in. and the angle between

the upper left diagonal was 20o. The lower ríght oblique v/as not present

in the figure and Ss simply marked a dot at the point where the diagonal

would join if it were exËended" The varianË figure was the same as the



Poggendorff figure except that the left parallel line was omitted. One

of the factors tested was the effects of trials on the magnitude of the

illusion for both figures. The subjects (college students) were given

trùo sessions of six trials each, orì.e week apart. A signif icant practice

effect was found.

In trvo experiments, Pressel', Bayer, and Kelm (1969) compared the

magnitude of the Poggendorff í1lusion for schizophrenics and normals

(nurses). In the second experÍment an attempt. rvas made to determine the

effect of repeated trials. The target and method used rvere the same as

that described by Pressey and Srveeney (L969). EÍght trials rvere gÍven

Ín each of two sessions which rvere five days apart. A significant trials

effect ¡,vas found but it did not demonstrat,e a practice effect. The

curves for the schizophrenics and nurses \¡/ere inverted U-shaped and no

overall decrement. in illusion was exhibited.

Using the same apparatus and method as ín L969, Pressey and

Sweeney (L970) investigated age changes in the Poggendorff il-lusion.

Each child within each age group(8.6,11.8, and 14.6 years) was pre-

sented with six trials consisting of one judgment each. Here again,

the practice effect r.vas not present.

From Lhe above reports it can be seen that the effect of succes-

sive trials in the Poggendorff illusion is somer¿haË ambiguous. The most

obvious conclusion one can reach is that perhaps the populaËion from

which a sample is chosen ís an important variable. A practice effect is

demonstrated r¿hen a somewhat trained observer is used (Cameron & Steele,

1905) and when college studenEs are tested (Pressey & Sweeney, L969).



On the other hand, experimenEs using nurses and schizophrenics (Pressey,

Bayer, & Ke1nr, L969) and children (Vurpillot , 1957; hessey & Sweeney,

L970) do not show a practice effect. on the basis of the above data.

it rvould be an overgeneralization to state that í11usory responses

decrease in magnitude as a functÍon of pracËice. There are indications

that learning can Ëake place in certain illusions but this learning seems

Ëo interact with certain organismic variables, The inconsistencies of

results which characterize the above studies probably explain the lack

of interest in the effect of pracËice on these illusions. On the other

hand, the MJ1ler-Lyer illusion has yielded results which have permiEted

experÍmenters to systematically investigate factors involved in percep-

tual learning. For this reason, the disserËation will concentrate only

on this íllusion.

Practice Effects in the Mul1er-Lyer Jllusion

Ihere are t\,ro forms to the Muller-Lyer illusion. Each is made up

of a straight line and shorter oblique lines which are added to the ends

of the straighE line so as to form arrowheads or feathers. lhe out-

going or elongating form of the Mllller-Lyer ill-usion (OM) is made up of

a long straight line and two pairs of shorter oblique lines, each pair

touching opposite ends of the long line. The obliques form an obtuse

angl-e with the longer line. Ttre ingoing or reducing form of the illusion

(Dl) also has at its base a long sEraight line, but in this case, the

shorter oblique pairs form an acute angle with it. An example of the OM

illusion can be seen in Figure 1A and an example of the ÞI íllusion is

presented in Figure 1C.



B.

Figure 1" The two forms of the M[111-er-T.yer
Ëhe outgoing version (A) and the
version (C) are shown as rvell as
illusory sËandard líne (B)"

i1lus ion
r'noníno

a non-
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It can be seen from Figure 1 that the horizontal line of the out-
going form is perceíved as longer than the objectÍvely equal non-il1usory

line (Fig. 18), whereas in the ingoÍng form, the horizontal line is perceived

as shorter. In experiments using this version of the illusion each form

is presented individually and the s is asked to equate a non-Í11usory

sËraight line r,¡ith the distance betÌ,ieen the obliques of the illusorv
target.

Traditionally, in experiments studying the effect of Þractice on

the Mrlller-Lyer il1usion, the Brentano version has been used. In this
'version, boËh forms of the ilLusÍon are presented in conjunctíon with
one another. The standard 1Íne contains the feaËhers at one end and the

arro¡vhead at the other. Midway along the standard, tv/o more short

oblique lines are placed so that one-half of the Ëotal figure forms the

oM and Ëhe other half forms the rM. Figure 2 is a display of the

Brentano version of the I4r511er-Lyer i11usion. perceptually, the left
portion of the figure is larger than the rÍght portion, arÈhough both

are objectively equa1.

An example of the Brentano
Í11usion. The horizontal
míddle obliques.

version of the lûï11er-Lyer
line is bisecLed by the

Figure 2"
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Methodologically, Ëhe Brentano version is easy to use. Generally,

the length of one portíon is predetermined by E and S is required to

adjust the other portion so that the dÍstance between obliques for OM

and IM are perceptually equal. Although all figures have been present,ed

on the horizontal plane the illusory effect is present when figures are

shown vertically. Any of the traditional psychophysical methods of

measuremànt, i.e., method of constant stirm:li, method of adjusËment) or

method of limits can be used for both versions of Ëhe illusion, whether

Brentano or OM and lM separately.

In nearly a1l studies concerned rvith successive trials in the

MrÏ11er-Lyer i1lusÍon a decrease in illusory effect has been found wÍth

repeated trials. Since Judd's sËudy in 1902 it has been known and

accepted that repeated trials and/or exposure to this figure brings

abouË a decrease in the illusion even if no feedback or tangible outward

reinforcement is given to Ëhe subject. I^Iith enough practice or exposure

Ëria1s it has been found that a reversal of the illusion can be obtained

(¡u¿¿ , IgO2; Köh1er and Fishback, 1950a). In rhe following revier¿ of

the literaËure mosL studies have supported the result thaË a décrement

occurs. For this reason the reader can assume Ëhat ín each studv the

main f inding was thaL, of a reduction in the i1lusíon over trials. I'lhen

revíewing studies which did not obtain a decrement due Ëo successive

trials this fact will be . mentíoned in the review.

Transfer EffecËs

Many authors felt

some sorË of learning.

Ëhat the characteristic decrement was due to

If learning r{as aË \dork in Ëhe original decrement,
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one would expect to find other results which rvould imitate effects found

in other learning experiments. Generall¡ it was expected that some trans-

fer of training would take place when g was faced wíth a slightly differ-

ent situation.

One of the earliest experiments on practice effects which also

considered possÍb1e t,ransf er of training T,vas carried out by Judd (I}OZ).

He presented his data simply as an traccount 
.of 

the preliminary experi-

ments arready performed (p. 27, L902). 'r As apparatus he used the

Brentano version presented horizontally. He employed several figures, but

in each the IM was used as the standard and the OM \{as to be adjusted by

S. The paper reports data from two Ss,one of which was the author and

the other a naive S. In both pretest and practice trials the adjustable

0M portion r¡ras on the left of IM.

. subjecË J, began with 25 premeasures on each of 3 figures. The

lengths of the horizontal line and the angles betr¿een obliques used in

the premeasures r¿ere 54 rnn-90o; 54 nrn-45o; and 68 ¡rmr-90o. The 54 uun-90o

figure was then used for the 980 tríals which were performed in .sessions

of. 20 to 200 Ërials for four days. Both ascendíng and descending trials

were used. Generally, each practice session showed some decrease in the

íllusory effect and by Ëhe end of Ëhe 980 trials Ëhe íllusory effect

had disappeared.

A transfer of training effecË was

tíce trials ¡vere completed an addiËional

on each of the 54 nun-45o. and 68 mm-90o

T{as a considerable decrease in illusorv

also noticed. After the prac-

25 trials r¿ere then performed

targets. For both targets there

effect between Ëhe pre- and post-
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practice trials. Transfer of training was also evident when Lhe adjust-

able part of the 54 mn-90o target vras placed on the left side. The same

effect was also evidenced when the adjustable portÍon was placed above

so that the whole target was vertical. In addition, transfer was tested

by placing an adjustable horizontal line rvithout obliques below and to

the left of the lll presented above. Even in this last situation trans-

fer of training was present.

The naive S r^¡as tested on a figure of 53 mm-90o. Twenty-five trials

were used and Ëhe adjustable portion or OM was placed to the right. The

practice figure used was 67 run-45o. Only descending trials were used.

After 750 triars, s was given 25 trials on a 53 rmn-90o Ëarget l/ith the

adjustable portion to the left of the target. Practíce on the 67 nrn-45o

was then resumed to 1500 trials. Following this, a postLest of 25 trials

on.the 53 nrn-9Oo target with the OM portion to the right was given.

There r^Ias a rffailure to improve during the long series of 1500 measure-

ments (Judd, 1902, p.35).tt The transfer thaË did occur was ín the

negative direcËion. Judd (1902) explains the difference in transfer

effects betr¿een Ëhis S and subject J in terms of a misapplied mode of

interpretation. That is, after pract.ice with one figure in r¿hich rhe

adjustment portion \¡Ias on one side a mode of interpretation of what rvas

requíred in the experimental task r,¡as esËablished. When the transfer

of training trials were used with the adjusËable portion of the figure

to the left S used or transferred his false interpretation and actually

increased the strength of Ehe measured illusion.

In an experiment, which will be reviewed in a later secËion
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(exposure time) , Lewis (1908) also demonstrated trair.sf er of training.

Irlith exposure times approximatíngLhoseusedbyJudd (L902), Lewisreplicated

the previously found practice effects. Once the ilhisory effect had dimin-

ished he reversed the position of 0M and IM. Lewís inferred that trans-

fer did take place for tT/¡o reasons. Though the illusion did reappear

it ¡qas much lo\.rer than what rvas evidenced in prepractice trials. Trans-

fer al.so appeared to be present since, with .repeated trials, the rate of

decrease in í11usion for the reversed presentatíon was much greaËer than

for the previous practice Ërials.

Parker and Newbigging (1963) used five groups of Ss in investig-

ating the effect of pretraining on the magnitude and decrement of the

Mrlller-Lyer ilIusÍon. A Brentano version of the illusion rvas used and

adjustments I^iere motorized. The Ss adjusted one portíon of the iilusion

so that both horizontals were apparently equa1. Two groups received B

or 40 preËraining trials in r¡hich circles 4 cm. in diameter replaced the

obliques. Two other groups were simply given 8 or 40 rdarfirup trials in

which a whole blank panel r¿as moved. In these groups Ss were told that

reaction time vzas being measured and thaË they were to release the key

at the sound of. a buzzer. Following the pretraining or rrarmup Ërials,

48 trials on the ì,frTller-Lyer illusion were given. A group of Ss received

only Ëhe 48 trials on the illusion. The MrÏ1ler-Lyer figure for all

groups conËained a standard line which was 16 cm. long and the obliques

formed a 600 angle. In Èerms of the initial value of the Íllusions and

arnount of illusory effect across trials the 40 t,rial preEraining group

had sÍgnifícantly less illusion than the no pretraining group and
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Ëhe 40 trial \^Tarmup group. The eight trial pretraining group also had

a significantly lower illusion than the 40 trial r,¡arrrup group. From

these results it is evident that transfer of training did take place.

fn additíon, it appears that trainÍng musL involve judgments of extents

rather than simple training in the use of the experimental apparatus.

rn a published note on positive transfer, Mountjoy (1963b) men-

Èions part of his doctoral dissertatÍon as support for parker and New-

bigging (1963). ln his study he also used the Brentano version but in
modified form, thaË is, the horizontal línes were omÍtted. The ansjes

between the obliques r,¡ere 90o. The standard. portion of the figure was

153 mm. long and Ss adjusted the variable porËion to objective equality.
A control figure in r¿hich three vertical lines having the same heights

as the Ëotal lengËh of each arrowhea-d was used. Through the use of the

control figure he r'.¡as able to determine if decrement r,ras due to lepeated
presentation of the figure ítse1f. One control and one experimental group

(lC and 14, respectively) were given minimal opporÊunity to learn since

a 5 sec. exposure of the figures and an intertrial interval of 55 sec.

wereused. ThÍs is in contrast to the experimenËal group 5A and conLrol

group 5C which had 55 sec. exposures of the figure and inËertrÍal inter-

vals of 5 sec- As the author had expected, the long exposure Ëimes and

shorË intertrial intervals yielded significantly greater decremenËs.

Transfer of training became evidenË vrhen he compared Ëhe initial illusion

on day one for the two experimental groups to their correspondíng control

groupls initía1 error on the Íllusory figure on day two. The comparison

betr,reen 1A and lC and between 5A and 5C indicated thaË training on Ëhe
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non-illusory target had transferred to the illusory target. The control

grouPs r initial error on day two was sÍgnificantly less than the experi-

mental groups t ÍnÍtial errors on day one.

Dervar (L967c) performed two experiments on transfer of training

when some stinnrlus features of the Mrïller-Lyer figure were changed. He

also usecl the Brentano version of the illusion buE, in this case, the

total length of Èhe horizontal line was 20 cm. The middle pair of

obliques could be moved back and forth along the horizontal length by S

so that both sides appeared to be equal. rn the fourth experiment in

the series one group received 50 practiçs trials on a fÍgure in which
'the angle betr¿een obliques was 1200 and the other group \^/as pre-

sented rvith a figure in which the obliques subtended a 600 angle. There

r,ùas a marked practÍce effect and also a Ëria1s by angle interaction

caused by a greater initial error and decrement r¿ith the 600 angle than

the 12Oo angle figure. There was also significant transfer of training

afËer a 5 mÍnute rest. The Ss who first trained on the 600 figure and

were then presented with anoËher 50 trials on either the same 600 fígure

or on the 1200 figure showed transfer of training. Transfer fròm 600 to

1200 r¿as greater than for Èransfer from 600 to 600. From Ëhe graph pre-

sented (Fig. 4, p. 5r4) training on the L20o figure did not give any

clear indicaËion of transfer for eiËher the 600 or r20o figure.

Dewar (1967c) also attempted to determine differences Ín transfer

when the saliency of the horizontal line to Ëhat of the obliques Ìras var-

ied. usíng 600 betv¡een obliques, he presented one group of ss with a

fígure in r¡hich both the horizontal line and obliques were light gray.
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The other group of Ss vierued a figure in rvhÍch the horizontal line was

blaclc but the obliques were light gray. Again the ss were given 50

trainÍng trials, a 5 minute rest, and then one half from each group \,las

swíEched to the other condition for Ëhe 50 transfer Ërials. The other

half was presented with the same figure. Both the.líght gray and brack

horizontal line produced. approximately the same amount of decrement,

though the mean percent illusÍon \,rasgreater for the gray figure. In

addition, Ëransfer appears to have been present. Transfer from t.he

gray horizonta1- was about equal to transfer from the black horizontal"

From Ëhese sËudies ÍË can be seen Ëhat a learning interpretation

of the effects of successÍve trials becomes more credible. Not only

does practice with the target decrease the illusory effect but transfer

of training also takes place. Before getting too involved in demonstra-

tíons sup,porting a possible learning interpretation, a different view

of the ongoing process should be considered.

Simple InspecËíon gnd Fixation

Köhler and Fishback (1950a) were noL ready to accepË learning as

Ëhe answer for decrement ¡¿ith successive Ëria1s. They mentioned several

factors which could be used to reject earlier interpretations. The

t$ro mosË ímportant ones havenot been resolved as )¡eË. If Ss are learn-

íng Ëo make correct judgments of horizontat lengths, r.¡hy do some Ss

display a decrease to the point thaË a negative or reversal of the

illusion is found? Secondly, if as earlier experimenters had stated, Ss

did not know that they were judging illusory targets, why should learnÍng

take place? Under these circumstances no feedback or reinforcement Ís
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present. Köhler and Fishbaclc (1950a, 1950b) tried Ëo explain the re-

sults from successive trials on the basis of Gestalt principles which

simply required a mechanism used by the organÍsm in perception.l tf

such a mechanism ís at work then it is not necessary that practice trials

be given. All that should be required is simple inspection of the

lû!'11er-Lyer illusion and the decrement should be obtained.

Kdhler and Fishback (1950a) were able to demonstrate thaË inspec-

tion of a }4rl1ler-Lyer figure, without repeated adjustments, brings about

a decrease in Ëhe il1usion" They used two modificaËíons of the Brentano

version. One conËained both O!1 and il{ in a horizontal line but the

horizontal lines rvere not included in the figure. The other modifica-

tion contained an IM figure and a fÍxation poinE just below it. The 0M

figure was beneath and slightly to the lefË of the above t¡uo. The fix-

ation point in the first modification was slightly below Ëhe apex of

the middle pairs of obliques. In.the first modification, the IM figure

¡¿as standard at 7 cm and the OM r¿as variable. The angle between obliques

was 600. The second modificaËion was similar except that both the OM

and the B{ could be varied. A method of limits rirt toat, ascending and

descending trials r¿as used. The authors do noË report on each modifica-

tion independently but state, tt...since results proved to be independent

of the difference, v/e need not generally refer to it (KUhler and Fish-

back, 1950a, p. 269)"rt Five Ss were given regular pracËice Ërials until

the illusory effect disappeared. The raËe of decrease appeared to be

lthu specific mechanism involved
Decrement in the Mtlller-Lyer I1-lusion.

is exolained in Theories of
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much steeper than that of previous experiments. The authors attribute

this fíndÍng to the fixation points rvhich r,¡ere used throughouL the

experiment. The average tíme per trial for the five Ss was then used

as a feature of the nexË experiment. f¡ this experiment, one s r,¡as

presented with trr'enty-four inspection trials in rvhich he simply fixated

buË gave no verbal judgments. Each inspection trial lasted as long as

Ílas taken by Ëhe average of the five prevíous subjects. A measure of the

illusion for the s rvas taken before the inspection trials. and, when

again measured after 24 trials, the effect had dimínished from 1B% to

9"57". hlÍthin 16 more inspection trials the illusion had diurinished to

zero"

Selkin and trrlertheimer (1957) attempted to replicate Kdhler and

Fishback (1950a). They used an. i1lumínated target without horizontal

lines. The angle beËween obliques was 600. The rM figure was placed

near the Ëop of the screen and the OM figure below and slÍghtly to Ehe

right of Ëhe lM figure" A fixaËion poinË r,7as also used. Al 1 six Ss were

given a 2 mínute pretest period during r¿hich tíme Ëhey maintaÍned fixa-

tion' Three Ss adjusËed the C[ut fígure to a given vertical distance from

the II4 fÍgure during three 2 minute períods while maÍntaíning fixation.

Onu å follov¡ed the same procedure as the above three except thaË he was

asked noË to fixaËe. Two additional Ss fixated the target for three

tvzo mÍnute perÍods r¿it,houË making adjustments. After a one minuËe rest

period Ss were retested in the same manner used in the pretest. Each S

was tested on three sessions spaced a fer¿ days apart. Generally, Èhe

results approximate those of Köhler and Fishback (1950a) in terms of a
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decreased illusion with inspection of the fÍgure. Selkin and irlertheimer.

(7957) di<l not, hor,rever, find any appreciable difference due to varia-

tions Ín fixation and adjustments. The authors replicated their study

but this time used 18 Ss. The results were again the same; there \¡zas no

difference between the fixatÍon and no fixation conditions.

Iufoed (1959) used an inspection method to sËudy the eff ects of

differenË orientations of the figure and differences between 25 long

exposure trials versus 50 short exposure trials. The figure used was

Ëhe Brentano version. The horizontal standard r^¡as 100 mrn long and the

obliques formed 90o angles with each other. Half of the ss in each

group were Presented with OM to the right and the other half r¿ith IM to

the right during inspection and adjustments. I¡r this experiment, posË-

experimental questioníng revealed that Ss responded in terms of apparent

lengths. The experimental conditions formed a 2 x 3 design. one

of the ma.Ín comparisons was 25 trials long exposure times versus 50

trials short exposure times. Within each exposure time three cond.it,ions

¡,7ere used (a) no change ín orientation, (b) 1g0o rotation of Ëhe target

from trial to trial, and (c) 1B0o rotaËion from trial Ëo trial but wiËh

three t.imes the exposure Ëime for one orientation than for the other.

In the long exposure conditions Ëhe illusion was measured before expo-

sure trials and again on triars 5, 10, 15,20, and 25. rn the short

exPosure conditions the pre-tría1 illusion was also measured as well as

on triars L0,20, 30, 40, and 50. A subsËantial reduction in the magni-

Ëude of the illusion was obË.ained for all groups. There \,rere, however,

no significant differences between t.he three orientation condiËions.
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Ïn terms of frequency and duration of exposure it appearsrr...that a small

number of long trials results in a curvilinear decrease, rvhile a large num-

ber of short trials does not (Moed, 1959, p. 611).r'

Íhe effect of fÍxation was experimentall-y tested by Mountjoy (196Oa)

by varying the positions of the fixation points and looking aË spontaneous

recovery of the illusion after 24 hours as well as decrement over trials.
In this experiment, as with the next two which will be summarized later,
the investígators used adjustment rather than simple inspection trials.
In other words, the main concern of these studies \^ras simply the role of

fixation points oir the illusory effect. Mountjoy (1960a) used a Brentano

version of the illusion in which the sËandard was 153 nrn and the variable

portion which \üas on the righÈ could be adjusted by S. The angle between

oblÍques r"¡as 90o. The figure did not contain the horízontal lines. The

ss r¿ererrinstructed to set the apexes equal (ldountjoy, 1960a, p. 220).tt

Each S was given one initial trial in which no fixation point was used.

One group of Ês then received 30 tríals r,rith a fixation point inserted

in front of the apex of the center oblíques. Another group received 30

trials with the fixation point at the top of the tail of the center

obliques " The third group was noË given a fixation poínt for the 30

trials. Tbenty-four hours later, al1 Ss were again given one Ërial wiËh-

out fixation and then another 6 trials as had been done on the previous

day. There \¡/as a significant decrement in illusion for all three groups

buË Ëhe'rpresence of a fixaËion point did not produce statÍstically
greater decrement in either position (Mountjoy, L96Oa,p.22I).'r significant
spontaneous recovery (reappearance of the illusion) was exhibited by
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the no-fixaËion group and the group rvhich fixated the top of the tail

on the center apex. This latter group also shor¿ed a sígnificant

decrease on the seconcl day but from looking at the graph presented (p"

22L) one could expect this result. For this group the illusion on tría1

one for day trøo is even greater than trial one on dew ona -

In Ëhree experiments from a series of seven, Day (L962) loolced

at Ëhe effect of varying fÍxation points, in conjunction r¿ith other

variables, on the effect of successive trials. In Experiment f the

Brentano version without horizontal lines rvas used. The Ëota1 horizon-

tal distance lzas B cm. Two fixaLion points \ùere included in the target.

One fixation point r¿as 2 cm above the apex of the center arro¡vhead, the

oËherr2 cm belor,z the apex. The standard portion of the figure r.^/as IM

and Ëhe variable OMwas placed to the right. In this experiment Ss

adjusted Oll to apparent equality. The effect of changing fixation poinÈs

was studied under Ëwo conditions, one was hígh target contrasË (back-

ground luminance L2.6 f.t - L), the other 1ow targeË contrast (background

luminance 6.4 f.t - t). The Ss from both groups were given five trials

wiLh one fixatÍon point being used, and 60 trials with the other fixation

point, followed by another five trials using the first fixation point.

No overall decrement occurred for either high or 1ow contrast conditions.

Since the S variabiliËy was quíte large the author decided Ëo break up

each group inËo three; those who show a decrease, those showing no

change, and Ss showing an increase in illusion over trials. He then

looked at the amount of error when fixaËion points were changed and

found litÈle dífference in amount of error with the preceding tríals.
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Thus it appears t-hat changing the fixation point has liËËIe. effect on

degree. of illusion over trials.

Experiment II (Day, L962) rvas performed in an attempt to t.est the

hypothesis that part of the apparatus had given the results ín Experiment

I. In BxperimenË I the S observed the Mt/ller-Lyer figure through a

vielring tube and E suspected that this rrreduced" condition had caused

the lack in effect due to tria.ls. It \"ras suspected thât the unrestricted

viewing, which had been used in past experimentation, mÍghË provide cues

of comparÍson in the ÍrmnediaÉe surround. A figure similar to the one used

Ín the first experiment \.ras employed" The figure \"zas presented on whíte

cardboa.rd and E adjusted the variable at Srs command" For these presenË-

ations of the figure Ëhe standard was on the right and was 5 cm 1ong.

Judgments r.rere to be rnade in terms of apparent eguality. one fixation

point was used for trials 1 - 5 and 56 - 60 and the other was used for

the intervening tríals. Again little decrease in error for the group of

Ss was demonsÈrated and agaín it was found that changes in fixation point

has little effecË on the illusion.

From the above studies, Ëhe mosË general staËement one can make

is that inspectíon trials can replace regular practice trials and the

decrement in illusions can stil1 take place. UnfortunaËely one cannoË

knot¡ what Ss are doing during the inspection trials. It could be Ëhat S

is contÍnually trying to equate the two sides of the illusion. In fact,

the meËhod used (pre-test) could índuce this type of response" No study

seens Ëo have attempted Eo adequately control for Ëhis possibility. In

terms of fíxation points, the bulk of the literature does not seem Ëo
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support the idea thaË it i-s a relevant varíable ean be used to helo

explain practice effects.

h Kuhler and Fishback's (1950a, 1950b) explanations, fixarion

was important sínce it assured that the same cortical areas r¿ould be

activated throughout Ëhe exposure Ëo the figure. Since the bulk of the

studies on fixation did not support this interpretation, litË1e further

ü/ork \.ùas done to test Ëheír explanation. K8hler and Fishback did, how-

ever, revíve interesË in the issue. The experimentation which followed

was mostly slanted torvard learnÍng interpretations.

Exposure Time

If learning accounts. for Ëhe decrement in the íllusory effect

with pracLice, other relevanË facËors beside number of trials must be

ínvolved. The length of time the figure is exposed on each trial and

the. intertrial intervals should play an important role.

LewÍs (1908) performed an experiment in whÍch he compared the

effects of momentary versus prolonged inspection of the ì4tf1ler-Lyer

ËargeË on i11usÍon over trials. From hÍs report one assumes that the

prolonged exPosures were similar to that used by previous experimenters

such as Judd (1902). The momenËary exposures of the fÍgures were.02

sec. FixaËion poínts were not used for either the prolonged or moment-

ary conditions. One target used was the Brentano versíon in which the

D{ r,ras standard and 50 mrn Iong. The other Ëarget used r¿as a modified

version of the Brentano figure in which the ol"f was below and slightly

Ëo the right of the Ûf. In this target both forms of the illusion could

be varied. The variable portion of the illusion was varj-ed by Erand s
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rePorted whether it was defÍnÍtely longer, indefinitely longer, no differ-

ent, Índefinitely shorter, or definitely shorter than Ëhe standard. For

both targets the angle betr¿een obliques was 72o. Six Ss were given 100

trÍals a day until Ëhe illusory effect was no longer present for the

Brentano fígure. All Ss vlere tested wiËh both momentary and prolonged

exPosure times. Two Ss practiced on the BrenËano version, three vrere ex-

posed to the moclifieC BrenËano, and the sixth S received successive trials

on both Ëargets" There v/as a general decrease across Ss when momentary

exposures to the Brentano version were used" Llhen momentary exposure to

the modifÍed version was tested, one S showed a decrease, tlzo showed an

'increase and one S fs responses shorved no dífference betr¿een the first and

last judgments. On the other hand, successive trials with prolonged ex-

posures revealed a dimínishing effect and ultimate disappearance of'the

i1lusion.

Mountjoy (1958b) investigated the effect of different exposure

times (nontachistoscopic) and length of intertrial ínËervals on the

decrease in illusion over successive trials. The different groups of sub-

jects received either 10 sec,20 sec, or 40 sec exposure Ëime before

beginning to adjust the variable portion of Ëhe illusion. The different

exposure groups received either 10 sec, 20 sec, or 30 sec interËria1

intervals. Details of the specific procedure and target used have been

sumnarized. earlier in this paper (p. 15 ). Two general trends were

found: longer exposure times resulted in a smaller illusion, and the

longer the intertríal interval the greater Ehe illusion, across the 38

trÍals. A trend analysis for repeated trials showed that neither of
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Ëhese two factors was significanr.

In another study, Mountjoy (1958a) again studiect the effect on

decrernenL of illusion due Lo the length of Ëime the MLlller-Lyer figure

is exposed on each trial. Ttre figure and procedure used \,/as very simi-

lar to the above study (ìfountjoy, 1958b). rn this sËudy, three groups

of ss can be compared on the basis of exposure time. one group began

adjusting Iþf. iuunediately upon 6timulus presentaLion, one group Ínspected

the figure for 20 sec,and the other group for 50 sec before begÍnnÍng to

respond- The intertrial interval for all three groups rvas 5 sec. The

results indicaLed a significant trend in which the amount of decrement

in illusion over trials is greater wÍËh increasing periods of exposure

to the figure.

the results from the above two studies can be used to support a

learning ÍnterpretaLÍon of successive trials effects in the MiIller-Lyer

illusion. In learning studies, an increase Ín stímulus duration also

brings abouË a similar decrement in the magnitude of response. I^Ihen

analogous resulËs are obtained in both kinds of studies, Mountjoy (1958a)

ÍmplÍes that a learning interpretation may be an adequate explanaËion

for practice effecËs in the Mü1ler-Lyer illusion.
Spontaneous Recoverv

K8hler and Fishback (1950b) reported data which tend ro indicare

that, after prol-onged exposure to the Mllller-Lyer figure, Ehe decrease

Ín the effecË is enhanced vrith longer rest periods. After a resË of

twenty-four hours they found chat Ëhe amount of illusion had decreased

even beLow what it has been on the lasL EriaL of the previous day, rn
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a half mont,hs after the last trials given) revealed little change in

the decreased i11usion. In other r,¡ords, spontaneous recovery of the

illusory effect did not seem to take place in their Ss.

One of the variables studied by Mountjoy (1958b, 1960a) rvas rhe

occurrence of spontaneous recovery in the illusory effect after a 24

hour rest. It vil1 be remembered that the 1958b study concentrated on

exposure Ëime and intertrial Íntervals, whereas the L96Oa experiment

studied the role of fixation on decrement over trÍals. In both experÍ-

ments a 24 hour rest period r^zas given and then Ss r¿ere retested.

lvlounËjoy (1958b) reports that, of Ëhe groups for v¡hich the firsË trial

on the second daywere compared to the last trÍal on the previous day,

two groups demonstrated nonsignificant decrement, four groups showed a

nonsignificant increment or spontaneous recovery and one group did dis-

play significant spontaneous recovery. The remaining two groups did not

show any change between days. I'fount,joy (1960) also reporËs thaË, in Ehe

no fixation poinË and high fixation point groups, sponËaneous recovery

occurred. The center fixation point group exhibited a decrement but it

rzas nonsígnificanË.

Spontaneous recovery v/as again re-examined by Mountjoy (1961b).

The stiro¡¡lus and meËhod he used was explained earlier in Transfer

Effects (MounËjoy, 1963b). I¡n this study (1961b), Ss were given prac-

Ëice trials on days one, tvro and three. One group received one trial

per day, and the other groups were given 7, 13, and 31 tríals, respecË-

ive1y. The group given one tría1 per day showed a significanË decrease
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betr.¡een the ¡irst and second day only. The groups given 7 and 13 trÍals

per day did not show spontaneous recovery. The group which received 3l

trÍals a day shor¿ed spontaneous recovery between day one and day two and

also betrveen days trvo and three.

Spontaneous recovery can easily be recognized as a phenomena rvhich

belongs rvithin the framework of learning. Mountjoy (I95Bb) uses indÍca-

tions of spontaneous recovery after the decrease Ín illusíon as another

Índícation that a learning interpretation can be used to explain practice

effects in the Il[1ler-Lyer illusion. Since the results from the above

studies have been somewhat inconsistent, Ëhere is no clear support for a

learning interpretation on the basis of spontaneous recovery.

Physical Characteristics of the Targets

A consideration of the following studies v¡ould be somewhat meaning-

less unless one knew why the experiments were performed. The question that

can be asked istr\^ihat is being learned?rr The experiments in Ëhis area have

attempted to demonstrate that we learn to attend to the horizontal lines

and dÍsregard the obliques. The specific theory itself will be discussed

in Theories of Decrement. Generally, the following experiments have var-

ied parameLers. v¡hich should aid or hinder attending to the horizontal lines.

Much of the work done on physical characterisËics of the targeË

and their effecLs on decrement in the MU1ler-Lyer has been done by Dewar

(1967b,1967'c, L967d). The stímulus and appararus used in all of rhese

studies have been described under Transfer EffecËs (Dewar, L967b).

Two experiments were performed to investigate the effect of the

angle between obliques on the decremenË of the Mtlller-Lyer illusion with

extended practice. rn the L967c study, ss received 100 trials with
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either 3oo, 60o, 90o, or 1200 angles formed by the obliques. There was

a decrement found in all four groups but Ëhere vras also a trial by angle

interactíon. This was due to the fact that t,he smaller the angle between

obliques, the greater the initial illusion and the steeper the slope over

trials. A simílar experiment was eonducted in a following stucly

(Dewar, L967d). In this case only two angles betrn¡een obliques were used.

Agaín the 600 angle showed a rm:ch greater inÍËial illusion ancl sËeeper

slope than the 1200 angle. However, it was discovered that the trial by

angle interaction r,ras significant only for the first 100 trials and that

it did noË reappear even up Ëo 1000 trials. It is also of int.erest to

note that an effect due Ëo repeated trials did not show up beyond the

firsË 100 trials.

The effecËs of the lengths of the obliques also came under Der¿ar ts

scrutiny (I967b, L967c). In all four groups the obliques subrended a

600 angle. The length of obliques was varíed for each group. The four

lengths used were I cm, 2 cm, 3 cm, and 4 cm. There r^ras a marked decre-

menË in each target buË the longer the obliques the greater the initial

íl1usion. There was, however, no trial by length of obliques interaction

over the 100 trials (Dewar , I967c). Part of this experiment was replic-

ated but only 1 cm and 3 cm obliques were used and 500 trials were given.

Only a decrease in illusion over trials v/as significant. Descriptively,

however, the 1 cm figure decreased greatly during the first i00 trÍa1s

but Iittle beyond thís point. On the oËher hand, the illusory effecË of

the 3 cm figure decreased m.rch more gradually over more trials.

The prominence of the horizontal line in relation to Ëhe oblÍques
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also seems to be a factor ín the decrement due to successive trials.

Dervar (I967c) used a figure in which the obliques were 3 cm and subËenclecl

a 600 angle. The horízontal lines were eiËher b1ack, dark gray, whiLe,

or light gray. All four types of figures \¡rere made up of obliques which

¡,rere líght gray. Besides a general decrease for all figures, a trial by

shading interaction r¡ras found. The less promÍnent the horizontal line

the greater the initial illusion. rn a second experÍment, 500 (rather

than 100 trials) were used and only two figures, black and gray horizon-

tal, were presented to Ss. There ü/as a decrement in the magnitude of the

illusion over Ërials, but in contrast to the above experíment (1967c)

there r¡zas no interaction. Initially, and throughout the experiment, the

gray figure produced a greater illusion than the black one.

Using the same stim:lus configuration and meÊhod as explaíned in

Transfer Effects (Mountjoy, 1963b), MounËjoy (196la) scudied rhe effecr

of visual field size on the decrement of Ëhe illusion over Ëria1s" One

grouP saw Ëhe figure on a 220 square inch field and the other group had

a larger field whích \,¡as approxÍmately 434 square inches. On the first

day the Ss were given a premeasure followed by thirty successive trials

t¡ith their particular vísual fie1d. On the second day the Ss were again

given a premeasure and six additional trials excepË that the visual field

size r,¡as reversed. The results for both groups indicated a decrease in

illusion over Ërials but there I^ras no difference due to fíe1d size. The

group v¡hich rn¡ent from the large to smal1 field exhibited a signifícant

decrease on both days, whereas the group presented wÍth the reverse order

of field size did noË show a sígnificanË decremenÈ on the second day.
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In another experinrent Mountjoy (1963a) Ínvestigated the effecr of

differenË configurations of the Brentano figure. The apparatus used was

the same as that mentioned above. Five groups of Ss \,,/ere used and each rvas

presented wÍth a different stimulus and/or number of adjustments. Two groups

were tested with the usual Brentano figure through the use of both ascend-

ing and descending trials. One of these groups (RET) respondecl on every

trial, whereas the other group (REST) responded on every sixth trial. Sub-

jects in the other three groups also responded on every sixth trial. One

group (CD) was alrvays presented with the variable OM figure 186 unn to the

right of IM whereas for the other group (CC); Ëhe variable stimulus was

onLy 26 mm from the Il'1 figure. The last group (CA) \ùas presented with the

variable stÍmulus only on every sixth trial. An analysis of variance re-

vealed that differences among groups, a trials effect, and a group x trials

interaction \^/ere sígnificant. Upon inspection of the graph presented (p.

476), it appears as though the greatesL decrement in illusion occurred in

group CD but that decreases in groups CC and CA were similar to those ob-

Ëained in CD. Subjects in group RET showed a gradual decrease in illusion

and group REST displayed the least amount of decrease in illusion across

the 3l- trials.

The review of physical characterisËics of the Eargets indicates

that prominence of horizontal segments rather than obliques enhances the

decrement in illusory effecL. In addition, sËimulus confíguration is

important. in producing and enhancing practice effects but visual field

size is relatively ineffective.

Ins truc tions

Though

this sunrnary of

the

Èhe

term rrlearningtt has been used extensively throughout

literature on successive Èrials in the MIl1er-Lver
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illusion, one mighE find Ít dífficult to defend a srrict associationistic
vier¿' This fact becc¡mes evident when the role of instructions and the
role of organismic variables (coverecl in the next topic) are consÍdered.

Depending on onets posiËion it could be said that either learning is not

a suffÍcÍent explanation or that learning is adequate, or will be when

more knowledge Ís gained. The foIlor^ring descriptions r+Í1I not attempt

to convince either party,but simply present the experimental facËs and

let each decide for hirnself .

Trvo somewhat different instructÍonal factors have been considered

in relation to the decrease in the ldfller-Lyer illusion with successive

trials' one of the factors r¿hích has been studied is self instruction
.and misinformation (Mountjoy, 1965). The other factor studíed r¿as the

effect of objectíve versus apparent instructions (Day, 1962).

rn the first part of his 1965 study, Mountjoy compared subjects

who had erroneous ideas as to Ëhe nature of the M{f11er-r,yer illusion to

subjects v¡ho were naÍve or correcË in Ëerms of its illusory effect.
These ss had been tesËed in several studies Mountjoy had previously

performed and rather Ëhan conducË another experiment their performances

within these studies Ì./ere compared. Generally, both types of ss demon_

strate an initially identical illusion. The ss who are naive or are

a$lare of the correct interpretation yield results which indicaËe a d,ecre-

ment in the illusory effect over trials. on the other hand, ss who

maintaÍn the erroneous or reverse interpretation of the illusion may

show a slight initial decline but this soon levels off and there is little
if any decreased illusory effect with repeated trials. In the second part

of this study MounËjoy (1965) used the same apparatus as in other experi-
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ments to tesE the effects of information given to Ss before Ëhe 30 trials

on day one.

Four groups of Ss rvere used. One group was highly motivated with

catch phrases such as trgovernment financed research essential to our man-

in-space program.rr A control group was given simple maÈËer-of-fact in-

structions. One of the two remaining groups r+as given information about

Ëhe nature of the illusion whereas the oËher rì/as a misinforrned group and

Ss were told the opposite of what Ëhe effecË of the ì4tfller-Lyer illusion

is. There !/as no difference between groups on trial one. The effect of

trials and the effect due to group instructÍons produced híghly significant

dífferences. The motivatiorr and control group displayed an initial
decrease to seven trials followed by a very gradual decrease in the

illusion. The misinformed group showed a sharp increase in illusion to

the seventh trial and then little if any decrease to the thirty-first

trial. The group given the correct informatíon gave an exceedingly

sharp decline in the illusory effect up to the seventh trial and from then

on a much more gradual decrease.

Day (L962) concentrated on Ëhe effects of apparent and objective

instructions in the decrease of the illusory effect r,zith repeated trials.

The apparatus and method were suÍtrnarLzed earlier under SÍmple Inspection

and Fixation. The S-s underwent 55 trials and the switch in fixation

Poínts took place between trials 6 and 50. One group was Ëold Ëo set the

distances so that they would be equal in rrphysical* terms" The oËher

group was instructed to adjust the distances to rtapparentrr equalÍty. The

resulËs of this experíment showed no differences due Ëo ínstrucËíons when
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fixation poínts are used" In another experiment isithin the same series

Day (L962) used two different sized fígures; one had a total horizontal

length of 20 cm; the other 6 cm. The ss ín each group were given 45

trials. One group was given the objective ÍnstructÍons and the other

group received the apparent instructions. Descriptíve1y, the apparent

instructions did noË shor¿ a decline in the illusion but the objective

instruct.ions did. The difference between instructÍons vras not. signÍfi-

cant but there was a tt...significant effecË on the trend in trial means

for the Ëwo forms of instructions (Day, 1962, p. !2).,,

Organismic Variables

One of the first studies on organismic variables was performed by

crossland, Taylor, and Newsom (7929). They looked at the possible rera-

tionships between intelligence and susceptibility Ëo the illusory effect,

and betr¿een intelligence and susceptibiliËy Eo error r,¡hen 30 successive

trials are given with the M{ll1er-Lyer illusion. Natura115 the study

reports on the general practice effect across Ss. The OM was placed to

the Left of the target and was 206 wn ín length. The length of the

obliques was 110 rmn and the angle between obliques was 1100. The varÍable

portion (Dl) was on the right of the standard and was adjusted by E until
instructed by s to stop. only descending trials were used and the

variable was set at 256 mm for each trial. The Ss received one trial
per day for 30 consecutive days. Although the results are reported in

terms of 30 trials there \¡rere more than 30 per s since E used what

resembles a correction procedure and a trial was defined as two equal
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subjectively judged values. The results of the experiment Índicate a

pracËice effect, with the early Ërials showing more decrease in the

illusory effecË than the later trÍals rvhÍch showed a more graclual

decrease. There were little more than trends to shorv that more intel-

ligent Ss have a lesser ÍIlusion and that theír decrease in Íllusion

over practice is Sreater. The difference in practice effects due Ëo

intelligence míght be due Ëo the fact thaË some of Ëhe more intellígent

ss produced a reversal of the effect lvith repeated trials.

Possible relationshíps between extraversion, neuroticism,

and successive trials effects have been investigated by Eysenck

and Slater (1958). All subjects responded to an extraversion-introver-

si.on and neuroticism quesËionnaire. In order to measure the effects of.

pracËice ín the }6Ï11er-Lyer illusion the BrenËano version was used.

The. target consisted of a sËandard IM portíon 3.2 cm long and a variabl-e

0M portion. The horizontal lines were omiËËed. from the targeË. The

obliques were 1 cm long and the angle subtended by the obliques was 600.

Sixty ËriaIs were given and the experimenter adjusted Ëhe variable

portion until the subject said rrhalttt. A significant trials effect was
' ..t

' noË found. In addition, neither neuroticism or extraversion correlated

sÍgnificanËly wíth susceptibility to the illusion or changes in the

í1lusion over trials

The effect of repeated trials for different ages has also been

examined" Noeltíng (1960) used the Brentano version of the il1usion.

The standard IlvI was to Ëhe right of the subject and was 75 nun long. The

angle between obliques was 600. The 1efË portion of the targeË ü¡as
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adjusted by s to objective equalÍty. Tn-e age groups stuciied were 5,

6, 7, B, 9, and 10 years old as ruell as aclults. Each s received 20

trials. For the 5, 6, and 7 year old groups there seemed to be a non-

significant increase in the illusion for the first four trials. This

trend did not appear for the older subjects. rt r¿as found that the

older the Ss the greater the amount of-decrease with repeated trials

and also Ëhe less the íllusion on the last trial.

Dewar (Igøla) presented a paper which examined sex dífferences

in the nagnitude of the illusion and in decrer¡enË over trials. He

dichotomized the subjects from hÍs Lg67b and 1967d studies (see physic-

al Characteristics of the Targets) into male and female. The analysis

performed on the data revealed a trial effect but no difference due to

sex. There røas, however, a significant trial by sex interacËion. The

males seeme,J to show a sharper initial decline than the females but by

300 trials the females had reached the same leve1.

Mountjoy (1960b) investigated the effect of monocular and binoc-

ular vision on the decremenÈ of the i11usion. The procedure anrl target

used were sunrnarized earlier in Transfer Effects. One group of subjects

r.{as permitted use of only the dominanË eyerr,rhereas the other group of

subjects viewed the ËargeË wiËh both eyes. on day one subjects were

given 31 trials and on day two, seven additional adjustments trere made.

The two conditions produced significant differences and a Ërials effect

was also significant. Further analyses revealed that the binocular

grouP did not yield a signifícanË decrement in illusion over trials but

the monocular group did. By incorporatíng the resulËs from day two iË
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effect was Dresent.

Rudel and Teuber (L963) have demonstrated practice effect in hap-

tic judgments of a Brentano fígure. The target used contained a moveable

center oblique. The target had a total horizontal length of 27 cm and

the angle between obliques was 600. One group of 9s made visual judgments

and the other group made haptic judgments. The initial illusion i,vas

essentially the same for both groups. A signÍficant däcrease in illusion

over trials rvas obtained ín both groups. I^lhen Ss from each group vrere

transferred Ëo the other modality it r"¡as found that transfer of training

occurred in both groups.

IE might appear as if organismic variables can be used to evalu-

ate the use of learning as an explanation of practice effects. However,

the extent to which differences in intelligence, sex, etc., are due to

nature or nurture is not known- Until this is known. definite conclusions

woul.d be premature.

Theoríes of Decrement in the Mtlller-Lver 111usíon

The tr¿o most popular theories which have been proposed to explain

the decrement in illusion with repeated trials are learning theory and

satiation theory. Both theories attempt to identify the process which

mediates the successive trials effect.

T.p¡rnr'no

The foundation for a learning interpretation of what occurs with

successive presentations of the Mtlller-Lyer illusion was given by Lewis

(le08):
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"The illusion is attributed to the fact that our perception of a
part of the figure is influenced by the percept of the whole fig-
ure. ... Equally evÍdent is it, that ¡ohat practice effects is the
restriction of attention Ëo Ëhe parts which are compared (p. 305).rr

Newbigging (1965) takes a very similar stand to the above rvhen Ërying to

explain Ëhe learning process and the mechanisms which mediate transfer

of learning in these tasks. In relation to hÍs or,rn work and thaË of his

sËudents he staËes:

"In the case of Ëhe Mrlller-Lyer experimenLs, it seems clear thaË
certain forms of the figure elicÍt attentíon to the horizontal
segments and that with practice the effects of the obliques on
perception are gradually overcome (p. 330).'r

From the above sËatements one can see Ëhat both authors imply

ËhaË a perceptual mistake is being made and that successive presenËatíon

of the figure correcËs the error. Both Írnp1y that the error is due to

Ëhe obliques which disËract the S and that the índívidual learns to'

overcome the effectr,l'of the obliques. In other words, even without

apparenË reinforcement, the S learns to concentrate on the horizontal

segments of Ëhe figures. As the concentraËion on the horizontal lines

ímproves over trials the illusory effect decreases.

SatiaË ion

K8h1er and Fishback (1950a) oppose learning inËerpretations which

aËtempË to explain the effects due to successive trials. These authors

do noË stale r,zhat causes the illusion initialLy,buË only present a

plausible explanaËion of what takes place during repeated Ëria1s" The ex-

planation used is based on the saËÍation principle explained and applied

to illusions by KUhler and i{a11acln (L944). Satiation refers to a local-

ized process in the brain which resulËs from prolonged excitation and
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which resists further excitation at the same location. In other words,

contours which fall near a híghly satíated area are repulsed from that

area. In addition, satiaËion is always strongest in areas which ai:e

bound by contours or converging lines. The inner sides of the apex

formed by the obliques can be seen as an example of where satiation

should be easily established and become partícularly inLense. The ob-

tuse portion of these same obliques should only be slightly satíated

since Ít is only minimally bound by the converging lines. This differ-

ential satiation brings about a repulsion of the contour from the more

satiated to less saËiated areas. This means thaË, with repeated

exposure to the figure, satiation builds up and increased repulsion of

the obliques takes place" rn terms of the Brentano version of the

illusion the outside obliquæwhich forms parË of Ëhe oM figure are re-

pulsed inward whereas the obliques forming part of the Df figure are

repulsed outward. Thus, after prolonged inspectíon, the oM portion is

perceived as shorter and the Dl figure as longer. The cenËer obliques

also undergo che same perceptual changes and are repulsed toward the OM

portion and away from Ðf.

the satiation hypothesis had great heurisËic value but the exper-

imentaLion which tested it gave it very liËtle supporË. The learning

interpreËaËíon has stood Ëhe test of time much more successfully and

today is accepËed to a much great,er degree.

Statement of the Problem

After the above review of ehe experiments performed on practice

effects in the MUller-Lyer figure, one would be hard pressed, if required,
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to find another important r¡ariable to study" In the review an

aËtempË has been made Ëo be as uncritical as possible, perhaps even to the

point of being at fault. The reader may have already notíced one

major flarv r¿hich plagues Ëhe rvhole of the literature Ín this area. The

criticism i"hich will be proposed becomes relevant as soon as any author

attempts to extend the experimental findings to a general concept of

perceptual learning of, even. for that matter, learning in the Mtlller-

Lyer illusion.

Except for one S given inspection trials on only Ëhe ingoing form

of Ëhe Mtlller-Lyer illusíon (KUhler and Fishback, 1950a), all experiment-

ation has used the BrenËano. version of the illusion. ThÍs means that

all the literature reports effects r.+hich were obtaíned by measuring one

í.Ilusory figure with another illusory figure.

- Tradítionally, the Brentano version has been viewed as an adequate

measure of Lhe Mtlller-Lver illusion since it has been assumed that both

IM and OM measure the same Êhing" Superficially, the idea makes sense since

boËh are illusions of extent, both contain one horizontal line and the same

obLiques are used in the Ëwo forms. Physically they are simil-ar except for

Ëhe direction of the obliques and it has been assumed that even if one

el-ongates and the oLher shortens, perceptuall-y, both forms measure the

same illusory effect. The results from several experiments coul-d be used

Ëo challenge the concepËion that both forms are equÍvalent.

Binet (l-895) measured the OM and Dl figures independently for

differenË age groups. Unfortunately, he did not use a control line but

the amount of error from objective equality vras not Ëhe same for both
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illusions. Binet reports that the error produced by the oM form rvas

approximately four tirnes that obËained with the Df illusion.

Smith (1906) did use a non-illusory control ín his experiment

so r^ras betËer able to speak in terms of Íllusory effects. one of hÍs

statisËical analyses involved a correlation between the OM and DI

forms of the illusion" He reports an absence of corr¡elaËion betrveen

the two forms. In interpreting these results he sËaËes:

trThis apparent lack of direct correlation is of considerable
inËerest in vier¡ of theoretical explanations of the Mllller-Lyer

illusion. There has been a strong tendency to treat Ëhe two
forms of this illusion as standing, for the purposes of explana-
tion, on the same footing, and to suppose that any factor, which
lras regarded as causal in relation to one form, was equally
operative in regard Ëo the other as r¡re have seen, this con-
clusion does not hold for the comparatively large aggregate of
subjects whose results are here anaLyzed (pp" 3L-32).tl

?ol1ack and Chaplin (1964) have shorvn thaË differential effects

are obEaíned depending on which form of the illusion Ís used as the

standard. In Ëhis experiment Ss were requested to adjusË a vertical

exËent so thaË iË was apparently equal Ëo Ëhe illusory target,. The

variable rvas then covered for two minuËes and during Lhis interval the

illusion was inspected" Following Ëhis inËerval the variable was again

adjusted Ëo apparent equality. Results of the inÍtial measure showed

a significant illusion for OM buË noË for D{. Also, Ëhe two minuËe

fixation significantly increased the illusory effect, for OM but not

for Ilf.

RecenËLy, Bayer and Pressey (L972) have found thaL the íllusory

effect decreases in OM as target size increases" On Ëhe other hand,

the IM figure shor¡ed líttle change due Ëo changes in ËargeË sLze.
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Findings such as these do not invalidate the past 70 years work

on practice eff ects in the }ftlller-Lyer illusion. They do, holvever,

make one rvonder why no one has yet bothered to publish reports on suc-

cessive trials effect for the OM and IM illusions tested independentl-y

of each other. A nryriad of variables related to the effect have been

considered but, despite Binet's (1895) and Smith's (1906) early findings,

one does not know if the trials effect can be demonstraËed for both the

OM and f}'f illusion. Until someorre has empirically examined the effect

of successive trials on both Ehe Ol'f figure and IM figure and compared

these effects to the Brentano version of the illusion, any sËatemenL

concerning learning, satiation, or any other mechanism as mediating a

decreese Ín the Mllller-Lyer illusion must necessarily be weak in nature.

Maior Aim

1,he aim of this dissertation is simply to determine whether a

successive trials effecË can be demonstrated for both Dl and OM when

they are presented separately. That is, each form of Ëhe illusion rvill

be tested by using a veridical task or nonillusory target as a compari-

son figure. The targets to be used in Ëhe experÍmenË are presenËed in

Table 1. In this Ëable it can be seen that the two possíble versions of

each IM and OM target will be tested. That is, a nonillusory targeË

wil-l be compared to the illusory targets (I1 and 01) and in the other

tr¿o condiEions the illusory targets will be compared to the nonillusory

targets (I2 and O2).

Two versions of the Brentano target will be employed. These

targets r¿ill be included as a PrecauËionary measure. It is feLt that
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The_nine experj-mental conditions includ_ing two
cond-itions for each of the Brentano versiõre" IHíllusicnu and- OM illusi_on" Three control cbn-ditions were used" Within the table the upper
19w of figures represents the standard_ figuie.
The botton row contains the variable fisures
which were ad"justed by S"
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(>

I1

(>
T2

óO

Outgoing

(>
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o
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rrì\/I

(

v¿ c1

/ (

N
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the present experiment must replicate previous findings in order to

strengthen statements which rvould be made in regard to ll"f and OM. In

this study, a Brentano version Ís defined as measurement of one illusion

by usíng a second illusory target as a comparison. For all targets the

stÍmuLus being measured r,¡i11 always be above the comparison stimulus.

The control conditions which are to be included involve targets

Ín which illusory responses are noË expected. The results obtained in

these three condÍtions should indicate whether the population from rvhich

Ss were chosen is composed of overest.imaters or underestimaters of hor-

izontal distances. Another reason for Íncluding these groups stems

from lack of previous data on changes in judgments of nonillusory lengths

with repeated trials. The results obtained for these three conditions

should indicaËe whether such changes do occur with practice.

Ttre conditions which i"'i11 be used yield a complete logical design.

WithÍn this design four conditions permit an examination of successive

Ërials effects in Df and OM targets when they are presented separately.

The remaÍning conditions will be used to strengEhen statements which

could be made concerning successive trials effects ín ßl and OM.

Minor Aim

Certain specific hypotheses could be tested if an effect due to

Ëria1s is evídenced in either or both D{ and OM when measured indpend-

ently of each other. Three theories; learning, satiation, and the

Assimilation Theory of Geometric Illusions (Pressey, I97 1) will be used

Ëo make predictions about the effects thaË successive trials should have

on the Brentano and the separate versions of the illusion.
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Unfortunacely, Ehe learning hypothesis as presented by Newbigging

(1965) cannot be used to predict differential effects between the Brentano

conditions and the tr+o other illusions. According to this hypothesÍs one

cannot say whether the Brentano or the OM or IM targets should show the

fasËest and/or greatest decline in illusory effect. When the S res-

ponds to the Brentano version there will be a greater number of con-

Ëours which he will- have to gate ouË" .The obliques form a distracting

conLext, and since there are more of Ëhem in the Bren{:ano version than

Ín the independenË figures it should take Ëhe S longer to overcome these

distractions. On the other hand, since S will be spending all of hís

tÍme on these distracting contexts, rather than one-half on obliques

and half on dots, the decline should be faster. I^Iith Ëhese Lwo factors

Ín opposition one can see that no definite predictions can be pro-

posed in this particular situaËion. On the other hand, since the same

number of distracting obliques are present in both III and OM, both

forms should demonstraËe Ëhe same decrease over trials.

Satiation theory (K8hler and Fishback, 1950) also permits cer-

tain predictions. When the BrenËano version ís used, satiation builds

up in all four apexes. This means ËhaË wíth repeaËed tríals, the D{

form is being elongated and simultaneously, Ëhe OM form is being short-

ened. 0n the oËher hand, when índependent figures are presenËed Ëo Ss,

only half as much satiation in the right direcËion can take place,

since satiation should not repulse the dots differentially in either

horizontal direction. These facts lead one to predícL Ëhat conditions

81 and 82 would show a much more rapid decline than any of the other

experimenËal conditions. Since satiaËion should be equal for OM and D{

the Ëheory would have to predict a similar decrease in both forms of
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the illusion"

To daLe, the assimilatÍon theory of illusioris (presse-y , LgTL)

has not concerned itself rvith an explanation of ¡vhat, talces place in
successive trials. The theory is básed on two postulates the secon<l of

rvhich can be used to prediat differential effects of suqcessive trials

on diffe-renL forms of Ëhe illusion. The basic postulate assumes that
t\¿henever judgmelrts are made of a series of entitíes, the smaller mag-

nitudes in that series r¡ill be overestÍmated and larger magnitudes rvill
be unclerestinated (Pressey, L9lL, p. 180).t'I¡Ihen Ês are asked to judge

the horÍzontal distance of the }4tlller-Lyer illusion, it is argued that,

not only does be judge the standard line, but also a series of lengths

bound by the obliques. If one '$rere to draw horizonËal lines beËr¿een the

oblÍques of the OM figure, it ro,rld be seen that the shorÈest line of the

series is the orÍgina1 standard line. If S ís asked to judge the stan-

dard's length and this length is the shortesË of Ëhe series then an

elongating effect should occur as this shorËer extent assimilates Ëoward

the middle of the seríes of lines.' The same arrangement holds for the

IM figure except thaË in this case the standard line is Ëhe longesË and

assimilation toward the mean lengLh resulËs in an underestimatíon.

fhe second theoretical postulate proposed is not necessary for

an expl-anaEion of the initial illusion but can be used Ëo explain what

Ëakes place in successive presenLaËÍons of the Mtlller-Lyer figure. Íhis

second posËulate states that rrother things being equal, a conEext whích

fa1ls within the at,ËenËíve field wil-l- be more effecEive than a concext

ouËBide that fierd.(Pressey, Lg7L, p. L81).tt The attenËive fíeld or

area which is focused on has been described as circular wiEh its center
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at the midpofnt of the contours to be judged. rf Newbigging (1-965) Ís

right, and attentional factors are at p1ay, one woulcl expect thaL the

attentive field would be reduced progressívely as Ehe number of trials

increased. The decreased attentive field would yield differential

trial effects in the Ëhree forms of the illusion. In the oM form of

the illusion the reductíon in aEtentive field progressively reduces the

number of longer extents formed by obliques. Ihis means that the stan-

dard horizontaL line will noË.assímilate as much since this is analogous

to reducing the length of the oblíques. on the other hand, the reduc-

tion in attentive field should not affect the I}{ form of the íllusion

to any greaË exLent since the smallest possible field (having a diameter

egual- to the l-ength of the horizontal porËion) reduces the number of

srnall projecËíons only slÍghtly (if any). The above possibilities are

demonstrated in Figure 3 where the progressively reduced atËentive

fields affect the perceptÍon of the obliques and consequently Ëhe

ttaveragetl lengËh to which Ëhe horizonËal standard can assimilate.

From the above explanation and figure, one would have to hypo-

Ëhesize Ëhat repeated trials would brÍng about a decrease in the illu-

sion for the OM target but litËle, if any, for the D{ figure"

Since the presentaLion of the BrenËano version involves- presenË-

ing one form of Ëhe ilLusion slightly belorù and to the right of the

other form, similar predicËions might be possÍble. In the Brentano

targeËs the illusion will decrease in the OM portion of Lhe figure. At

Ëhe same time littl-e or no decrease would occur in the IM porËion.

Because of Ëhe uncert,ainty surrounding the IM targeË in terms of rrliËËle

or no decreasetr a specific prediction cannot easíly be made. One can
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only say that OM and the Brentano versÍon should yield somewhat similar

decreases over trials.

From these predictions, it can be seen that two theories, learn-

ing and satiation, lead one to predicL no dífferences in rates of

decreases over trials for I"f and oM. 0n the other hand, one ¡vould

predict a Sreater decrease in OM than DI on the basis of the assimila-

tion theory. The satiaËion theory rvouLd also lead one to predict that

the Brentano version would show a greater decrease than rM and oM.
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Sub'i ects. The Ss were 162 students enrolled in introductory

psychology at the University of }fanitoba and }fount Allison University.

The mean age of the Ss was 23.32 years. Eighteen Ss \¡/ere assigned to

each of the nine conditions. trr each group there were 12 females and

six males" Since sex dif ferences r,rere noË under scruËiny, and since

both subject pools yielded this 2:1 proportion, the dífference ín the

number of females and males \nras not considered detrimental Ëo the studv.

irlíthin each group eight females and four males rvere from Manitoba and

four females ancl two males ¡vere from Nevr Brunswick.l Or-r" of the female

Ss ín condition Cl revealed she did not understand the instructíons and

!r7as consequently replaced. Only Ss who had normal vision with or rviËh-

out glasses T,{ere perrnitted to participate ín the experiment. Subjects

r,¡ho normally wore glasses did so during testing.

Apparatus. The apparatus permitted use of the method of adjust-

ment Ín obtaining subjective estimates of horizontal distances. The

upper figure was kept at a standard length of 250 run beti¿een doËs or

apexes of the obliques. The variable figure was placed belor¿ and

slightly to the right of the target figure. The .right portion of the

variable figure was adjusted by the Ss. A schemaËic representaËion of

lNot.: Once the data had been collected t-tests for independent
and unequal samples r,¡ere performed. The Lests ¡¿ere used to compare
differences between the U of M and Mt. A. subjects on the first, and on
the lasË blocks of four trials. None of the resulÈs I¡zere sÍgnificant
and Ss from the two universities were subsequently considered as
representative of the same population.
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the apparatus is presented Í.n Figure 4.

The fÍgures were attached to a meË41 and r¿ood stand which was

solidly clamped to a table top. The outer measurements of the stand

were 36.3 cm high x 71.5 cm 1ong. The standard portions and the left

portion of the variable were bolted solidly to the frame. The movable

right portion of the variable was bolted on a sliding back. This por-

tion of Ëhe varíable could be. moved by means of an attached string

which was tightly stretched across tr,/o pulleys. The sliding portion

contained a pointer which indicated, on a ruler, the Srs settings Ëo

the nearest millimeter.

The targets did not contain horÍzontal lines and distances vrere

defined to Ss in terms of apex-to-apex or dot-to-dot. The obliques

and/or doËs were etched on the face of black hollorv 10 cm x 10 cm i

4.2 cm boxes. These boxes Ìrere constructed of wood and Ëhe face of

each v/as a .6 cm thick translucent plexiglas. The boxes were hollor¿ and

each contained a 7 watt butb (General Electric, white translucent-cera-

mic ctd, tÍC7Z) which riras centrally located. The power source rì/as a

sÈandard household 120 volË ouËlet. Each pair of sockets v¡ithin the

standard and variable portions of the tárget \,ras wired ín series. This

means Ëhat, the electrical source to each of the four bulbs vras 60 volts.

The boxes were painted flat black and the etched ouË obliques and dots

yielded luminous figures.

The obliques subtended a 600 angle and r,¡ere 50 mn long. All

etchings of figures l¡/ere about .75 run thick. The horizontal distance

(between dots or apexes) of the standard portion of the targets v/as
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Figure 4. Apparatus used Ëo present both illusory and control
figures. Each of.portions A, B; and C could be roÈated or replaced wiÈh
dots rather than obliques. The only porËions of Ehe apparaEus seen by
subjects were the illu¡ninaÈed obliques and/or dots.
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250 mm. The horizontal distance of the variable portions of figures

could range from 117 rom to 384 rmn. The left portion of the variable

figure rvas 153 mm below and 125 urn to the right of the left portion of

the standard. The stinmlus display rüas approximately at eye 1evel for

a seated adult and the s's eye-to-target distance \ùas approximaËely

280 cm.

The Ss adjusËed the right portion of the variable horizonËally

by turning a knob which was 7.5 cm Ín diameter. The knob was directly

in line wÍth the lower right fronË corner of the stancl and 249 cm ar¡ray

from it. Turning the knob rotated one of the pulleys at the back of

Ëhe apparatus. The knob and pulley lvere joined by a long copper rod

which had a .5 cm diameter. The copper rod rotaËed on five plastic

supporËs attached to a wooden stand. The supports were 11 cm long and

contained holes which were 1.1 cm in diameter. The firsË support was

placed next to the knob ts linkage and the distance betr¿een supports was

46 cm.

Si.nce kinesthetic feedback is possible !üith this kind of appara-

tus, several precautions were taken. Though all movíng parts rotated

and slid easily, the apparaËus as a whole offered moderate resisËance

so that no loose or dead spots could be felt whÍ1e rotating the knob.

By leaving a longer space (57.7 cm) between the last supporË and the

stand and by using a flexible linkage, possible feedback from slight

bends in the rod were minimízed. The last and most efficient control

consisted of moving the adjustable portion of the variable target in-

dependentLy of. the string, rod, and knob before each trial. In placing



the variable to its starting point for the follorving trial E loosened

a clamp on the slidÍng back, moved it to the correct posÍtion, then

tÍghtened the clarnp. In this r17ay any possible kinesthetic cues r^rere

made irregular from trial to trial.

The experiment rvas performed in total darkness except, of course,

for the light emitted by the stimuli. All surfaces whích could possibly

reflect unwanted cues or distract Ss were elÍminaËed through the use of

flat bl-ack paint and valances. The E sat unseen behínd the apparatus

in order to record the settings and to cover the sLimuli from Sts sight

between trials. A cardboard flap which,r^zas hinged to the top of the

stand was used to cover Ëhe stimulÍ"

CondÍtions TesFed

lhe nine targets which vrere used in the experiment were descríbed

previously in Major Ainr. Each target is also depicted in Table 1.

Four different kinds of targets vrere involved and these can be labelled

Brentano, nvl, OM, and Control Targets.

T\nro ÍndependenË groups of SS ¡¿ere tesËed on each form of the

illusion. The Ëwo groups judgíng the Brentano targeË were, 81 (11"f

standard - OM variable), arrd 82 (0M standard - [4 variable). One group

of Ss in the D{ condition was IL (IM standard - dots variable) and the

other was T2 (dots standard - IM variable). \^Iith target OM one group

was O1 (OM standard - dots varÍable), and 02 (dots standard - OM

var Íab 1e ) .

In al-l three conËrol groups, both the standard and variable por-

tions of the sËimulus configuration were identical. The ås in group Cl

made adjustments f.or a Ëarget ín which horizontaL distances were made up
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of dots. Groups C2 and C3 adjusted targets which contained t'¿o Il{,

figures and two Ol4 figures, respectively.

The subjects in each group were given 36 trials. The 36 adjust-

ments consisËed of 18 ascending and 18 descending trials given in

alternatíng order. In ascending trials, the E placed the adjustable

portion of the target so thaË it appeared obviously too short. For

descending Ëria1s the adjustable portion appeared obviously too 1.ong

when S first viewed it" At the beginning of each trial the adjustable

porËíon of the target ranged fron 110 to 130 mm to the rÍght or left of

objective equality. The parÈicular sLarting point on each trial was

randomly assigned and v¡as ídentical for all nine groups. The number of

trials used was chosen on the basis of past experimentation in r¿hích suc-

cessive trials effects have been demonstrated to occur within 31 Ërials

(Mountjoy, 1958a, 1958b).

Subjects v/ere tested individually and were assigned to a condi-

tion on the basis of when they arrived for the experimental session.

The targeËs (conditions) used were changed after every fourth subjecË.

This procedure was deemed necessary because of the Ëime required to

change the stisruli and because of the wear and tear the apparatus would

have undergone. The probability of entering a bias into Ëhe results

r,ras minimal, sínce not all conditions could be tested in one day. This

neans that conditions were scattered across several times throughout

s everal r,reeks .

Procedure

Each S r¿as led into a normally Ílluminated room and askecl to sit

at a table. An E then read what can be considered rtobjectivetr instruc-
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Eions. The instructiorls \.{ere accornpanied by two targets dra\,¡n on 21.5

x 28 cm paper. One target contained four dots whÍch \,lere approximately

in the same position as the doËs in C1. The second target contained a

cenËrally placed fígure made up of two obliques with arms 4 cm long and

subtending an angle of 1600. The obliques r^¡ere 14 cm aparË and both

apexes poínted in the same dÍrecËíon so that the figure r,{as non-illusory

in terms of horizontal clistance.

As mentioned, objective instrucËions q/ere used, thaË is, the Ss

were Ëold to equate the distance between the tr¿o lower stimuli to the

dísËance between the tr¿o upper stimulÍ. It was emphasized that the

distances were Ëo be judged ín physical terms. Trvo sets of instructions

were given to each subject. The following general instructions v/ere

given to each S.

In this experÍment you will be judging horÍzontal distances.
You will be seated in a dark room and will see luminous Ëargets
The target may look something like this one (E shows target v/ith
four doEs). Your task will be to adjust the lor¿er ríghË dot (E
poinËs to iË) so that the distance between the Èwo lorver dots (E
shoi¿s distance) is equal to the distance between the two upper
dots (also poínted out).

You will adjusË Ëhe lower right stimulus by turning a dial like
this one (E shows example of knob), which v¡ill be to your right.
By turning the día1 clockwise you will increase the distance between
the lower dots and by turning it counter-clockwise you decrease Ëhe
distance between Ëhem.

The stimuli you will see may or may not be dots; they could look
something like this (E shows target with obliques). One could be
pointing this way (E draws with finger one oblíque with apex in
reverse direction) or this one could be pointíng this way (E again
does the same thing but r¿ith the other oblique). No matEer v¡hat
the orientation, Ëhe distance you judge is from apex to apex (dis-
tance shov¡n by Ð.

hrhen you are making an adjustment imagine that you have a tape-
measure or ruler Èo measure the tr¿o horizonËal distances. trrlhen
you have completed the adjustment, be certain that if a tape meas-
ure or ruler were placed along this distance (E points to variable



distance) it woutd be exactly equal to this dístance (E points to
standard distance). Remember, always seË the distances so that
they are exactly equal ín physical terms.

Are there any questions?

Since lumÍnous targets in a darlc room r,,zere used it \^ras necessary

to dark adapt Ss for at least fifteen minutes. In addition to the dark

room a blind used in sensory deprivaËion studies \¡ras used for dark

adaptation. The blinds completely prevenËed any light from stirnrlating

the eye. rnmrediately after the above instructions had been given E

continued Ì^rith:

An important control in this study is the alnount of light which
your eye receives. For Ëhis reason you wíl1 spend some time in
this room Ín complete darkness, so that you can become dark adapted.
You will be wearing one of Ëhese (E shows blind) but only the top
stríng will be attached. Once you are dark adapted the E will come
and bring you to the experimental room. He r¿i1l knock loud]y twice
and when you hear this signal please fasten the bottom string. This
will prevenË any light sti¡qulatÍon from the hallway lights.

Are there any quesËions on any of the details given up to now?

If you Ëhink of any questions rnrhile you are waitíng please ask
the experimenter before you start Ëhe experiment iËself.

Once these instructions had been given the blind was fasËened,

the lights turned off, and S was left alone in the room. After dark

adaptation E knocked twice at the door and r¿aíted until S had time to

fasten the boËtom string. The s was then guided to Èhe adjacent exper-

imental room which contained the apparatus for measuring the illusion.

TheS r.ras seated in a chair and E showed him, by guiding his hand, where

the knob which was to be used in the adjustments was locaËed. The S

was then told to keep the blind on unËil insËructed to take it off.

Depending on the condiLion to which they had been assigned, Ss were then
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given specific instructions. An example for Ss in O1 i¿ould be:

The target which you will see will consist of two of the rV"
shaped formatíons at the top and a pair of dots at the bottom.
If you remember the Ínstructions you have to adjust the lower
right dot so that Ëhe distance betryeen the dots is exactly equal
to the distance betr^zeen the apexes of the upper stimuli.

The instructions, though specific to each group, always followed

the above paËtern. The only changes Ì^/ere in terms of the number and

posiËion of pairs of r\rrt formations or dots, and in terms of rvhether a

dot or rV'f is being adjusted

given to all Ss.

The following instructions were then

I{hen you make your adjustments be sure that you use only vÍsion
and be very sure that the only visual cues you use are those of
horízontal distances.

I,rlhile you are adjusting Ir11 ask you to use a constant medium
speed. Do not go too quickly or t.oo slowly. trrrhen you make an
adjustment you always go Ín the same direction. That is, if you
are making Ëhe distance smaller and smaller (counterbalanced with
larger and larger) you keep on until the two distances are equal.

Please adjust the ËargeË as soon as you see it. Once you have
finished an adjustment I would like you to tell me by sayÍng
something 1ike, trnovrrr, rr0Krr, 'or T¡rhatever you pref er.

Are there any questions?

Please take your blind off and put it under Ëhe chair.

As soon as the S was ready the firsL in Ëhe series of successive

trials began. Immediately upon compleËion of an adjustmenË E covered

the sËimulus configuration with a black hinged cardboard and imnediately

recorded Ëhe S's setting. The adjustable porËion of the varíable was

reset and the sËim¡lus was Ëhen re-exposed to S. A trÍal began inmedi-

aLeLy upon presentation of the target to the S.

ExcepË for the porËion of the instructÍons which are specific to

a target, all Ss were treated in the same fashion.
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Measures

Each S rs adjustment on each trial was measured in millirneters.

All scores r,/ere then converted into illusíon scores. The illusion score

is defined as the amounË of divergence.from the point of objective

equality (POB). A.s stated previously the POE was 250 nunowhich is the

lengËh of the standard portíon for all targets. An illusion was

defined as positive or negative depending upon the direction of errors

normally expected for an illusory target,. rf a ËargeË is expected to

yÍeld an illusion of underestimation then overesËimations vÌere scored

negatively and underestímations i"rere assigned a posiËive score. In

normally overestimated targets, the converse of the above is true. As

is customarily done in this kind of experiment, scores were blocked in

terms of successive Ërials. For all ås Ëhe 36 trials vrere grouped into

nine blocks of four successive Ërials.

ConËro1 Groups

It was mentioned earlier that there is a possibility of finding

a successíve trials.effect in the three control groups, Cl, C2rand C3

(Pressey, 1965). Upon inspection of Figure 5 one can quickly assess

thaË a tríals effect is indeed present. In Fígure 5 iË can be seen that

the mean PSE for blocks of four successive triais displays an increasing

trend over trials. There ís a rapid increase from the first to second

block of trials (C2 and C3) or fourth block of trials (C1) at which

point an asymptotic level seems Ëo have been reached.
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The increase in PSE over trials for these three cc¡ntrol groups

Ì{as considered to be important sínce a sign test (siegel,1956) proved

highly significant.. This test r,¡as for differences betrveen the f irst

four and last four blocks of trials. when all three control groups

rnrere treated as one group the resultíng z-score T¡ras 4.396 r¿hich is

significant beyond the .00001 revel for a trvo-Ëailed test.

The successive tríaIs effect which was found for the three non-

illusory targets has serious implications in terrns of trÍa1s effects in
the other six experimental groups. since all nine condiËions are

methodological replÍcations (except for target used) then one can expect

the above trials effect to be present in each. It can be expected that

any Èríals effect which can be found in the illusory targets involves

tv¡o separaËe factors. The effecË demonsËrated in the control trials

will combine rvith the successive Ëríals effect on experimental trials.

In this partÍcular case, if the control trials effecË is not partialled

out, Ëhe successive Ëría1s effect for underesËimated targets would be

enhanced, and at the same time, the successíve trials effect Ín overes-

Ëimated targets would be diminished.

In order to obËain a more valid illusory effect in the experimenËal

Sroups, the contaminating facËor had to be removed from the data. T,he mean

PSE obtained for eaeh particular block of four trials in the appropriaËe

control group was used to partial out the illusory effect from each exper-

imental group. For each S in Ëhe experimental groups, Ëhe mean control

error (POE-PSE) was subtracted or added to Ëhe Srs mean illusíon score on

a particular trial- depending on wheËher Ëhe ËargeË produces an illusion of
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underestimation or overestimation. An

in which the targeË contains the same

the experiniental target. That is, the

82 and 12 Ls C2, and the control group

al groups is Cl (see Table 1).

appropriate control

variable stimulus as

group is one

that found in

control for B1 and 02 is C3. for

for the remaining two experÍment-

The present definition of an appropriate control group may not

be evident to the reader. îhe procedure involves much more than a

simple visual matchÍng of variable stimuli.

It is assumed that the nonveridical judgments obtained in the

three control groups are not dependent upon the perception of the stand-

ard portions of the stimulus figures. It ís not plausible to expect

Ëhat any nonveridical perception of the standard portions of the figures

presented in conditions C1, C2, and c3, can be reflected in adjustmen¡s

of the varíable portions of Ëhe targets. rn other i¿ords, the psEs

obtained for these three control groups must be due to the adjustment

of the variable portions of the targeËs. This means thaË the use of

conËro1 data must involve matchÍng Íl1usory groups wiËh control- groups

on Ëhe basis of the variabLe porËions of Ehe targets

Inspection of Figure 5 reveals Ëhat the PSEs obtained for each

Ëarget are not identical" ThÍs fact would tend to indicate ËhaË the

parËicular variabl-e portíon of the target undergoing adjustment also

contrÍbutes to the PSEs which are ob,tained, These differences, due to

particular varíable porËions, require Ëhat illusory targets and control

targeËs be matched in terms of the parÈícular stimulus being varied.

Whether differences between control group resuLts are significant or
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noL is not an important consideratioru since Lhe present use of control

grouþ data can do no less than increase precision.

Anelysis of Results

The mean and standard devíation for each block of trials in

each experimental grouparepresented in Table 2. A graphíc represent-

ation of the data is presented in Figure 6.

As sËated previousl-y, the number of targets chosen for Ëhis

experiment formed a complete logical system. That is, no other target

would have been added wiËhout obtainíng redundant information" Un-

fortunately, Ëhis arrangement of Ëargets does not guarantee a simple

or straightforrvard analysis. One main analysis involving all experi-

mental- groups is noË possible, since it is evident that Ss in groups

B1 and B2 are faced with a task which ís differenL than for Ss in Ëhe

other four groups. IË was thus necessary to perform two seParate

analyses on the data.

The first analysis involved a 2 x 9 mi;ced design in which there

\^rere tvTo independent Brentano targets and níne successive blocks of

four trials within each targeË. The second analysis consisted of a

2 x 2 x 9 mixed design. In this case, of the four independent groups,

there vrere tr.ro índependent types of illusion (IM and OM), and vliËhin

each Ëype Ëhere r.,7ere two positions of illusion (standard or variabLe).

The withín-Ss porËion of the design involved the nine blocks of

trÍals.

Brentano illql.!qq. The first analysis of variance was performed
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on the Brentano version of the illusion. The difference betrveen Èt ana

B2 yÍelded a nonsignificant F raËio. In Ëhis comparison F was egual to

2.797 (df L/34, p > .05). It was found, hornrever, that within these two

groups there \üas a signifÍcant trials effect with F equal Ëo 11.330

(df 8/272, p ( .001). The trials by target interaction \,,/as not signif-

icanE since the F ratio was less than one. A sunrnary table of this

analysis is presented in Table 3.

The Scheffá multiple comparison test for differences betvreen

means was performed. This rvas done in order to determine exactly

where significant changes had occurred over trials. In this case, the

means used represent combined means for both Brentano versions of the

illusion. Readers familiar with Ëhis test will recognize that, since

pairwise comparisons are involved, this method should be less sensitive

Ëhan others (Kirk, 1968; Myers, Lg66). Based on Scheffé's advice, Myers

(Lg66) proposes Ëhat the level of significance, applied to the test,

be set at 10 per cenË. He does not consider thÍs leve1 as heresay

since: "Even with EI,I (error rate experimentwise) at 10 per cent, Ëhe

EC (error raËe per comparison) will generally be quite low (Myers,

1L966, p.334)."^

The test indicaËed that some of the comparisons between pairs of

means were significant. IË r¿as found that significant decreases from the

fírst block of trials occurred from the fourth block to the last block

of trials. Ttre differences between the mean of the second block of

lThe terms included vzithin parenthesis have been added by the
present writer,
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TASIE 3

Summary of the Analysis of Variance performed
on the Brentano Version of the }fil1ler-lyer Illusion

Source of Variation MSdf

A (form of illusion)

Error

1 11,710.55 2.197

34 5,327.gL

B (Trials ) S L,475.37 11" 330*

AxB 8 82.91 .636

Error 272 130.21

*p < .0005.
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trials and the mearrs of the fifËh to last block of trials were also

signíficant. None of the oEher paired comparisons r¡zere significant.

TLre differences between means are presented in Table 4.

Ingoing and outgoing illusions. The analysis which lvas most

central to the study involved the four experimental groups 11, 12,01,

and 02. This analysis should answer the prÍmary question of whether a

successive trials effect can be demonstraEed for both OM and IM when

each is presented separaËely. upon inspection of the surunary table

(Table 5) of the analysis involving the four independent targers,

several facts become evident. fhere is a significant difference be-

tween Ëhe two forms of the illusion. I^trhen the two forms of the illu-

sionrOM and Df,were tested for possible differences in illusory effect

rhe F rario was equal ro 13.558 (df L/68, p ( .001). rr was also found

Ëhat positÍon of the illusion (standard or variable) did not produce

significanEly different results, In addiËion, there vras no significant

Íllusion by posiËion ÍnteracËion.

In the portion of the analysis involving repeated measures the

only significanË result \¡7as a trials effecL. Íhe F ratio for succes-

sive trials effects \^7as equal to 8.568 (df 8/544, p ( .0005). None of

the interacLions involving,the Ërials effecË was signÍficant.

In exactly the same \4ray as for the Brentano targets, the Scheffí

test for rnultiple means comparisons across successive trials !,ras per-

formed on Ëhe groups invoLved in this analysis. The differences in

means for al-l- pa:irwise comparisons are presented in Tabl-e 6. The results

from this test reveal-ed that the ninth block of trials was significantly
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TABLE 4

Mul-tiple mean comparisons of Ëhe Means ïnvolved in the Successive Trials
Effect in the Brentano Form of the Mllller-Lyer l1lusion. The critical

Dífference BeLrveen Means Ís Based on the Scheffe Test
with Alpha Equal ro .10

xxgx7x..
o

X-)*" Í. î.,¿J+

59.51

53.73

s0. 89

46 "59

43.67

43. B0

4L.69

4L.69

4L.25

5 "78 B. 63

- 2"85

L2 "92rr

7 "t4

4"29

15.84'^"

10 " 06:r"

7 "2L

2"92

15 " 7lx'

9 " 93'å

7.08

2.79

-0. l_3

L7 "B2x

L2 "O4*

9 "L9

4 "90

L, 98

2"LL

L7 .82";

L2"04*

L9 "t9

4 "90

1" 98

2"LL

0.00

L8.26"æ

L2.4Brl

9 "63

s"34

2.42

2 "55

0 "44

0.44

*p ) "10
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TA.BI.E 5

Summary of the Analysis of Variance Performed on the

IM and OM Forms of the MiYller-Lver Illusion

Source of VarÍation df ì,fS

A (form of illusion)

B (variable portion)

AxB

Error

C (Trial)

AxC

BxC

AxBxC

Error

L 44,445 .36 13.5s8:k

I 6,085.93 1"856

L 2,897.03 0.883

68 3,277 .96

8 994"04 8.s68*..*

8 206.31 T"778

B 29 .07 0 "250

I 115.0s O. 991

s44 116 . 00

p < .001.

p < "005.
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IABLE 6

Mul-tiple Means Comparisons of the Means Involved in the Successive
Trials effect in the Ingoing and Outgoing Lines of the Mllller-Lyer
Illusion. The critical difference beLr¿een Means is Based on the

Scheffe Test T,7ith Alpha Equal to .10

X^
Y

x5x6x7\vvY
l\'

¿J4

1r=
"1 I

;
z

;
J

;

Y=)
;
L¡-

o

;Â--
I

;
o

;
)

2I"27

2L"98

19 "76

18"00

t6 "92

L6 "26

L4.40

13. 01

11.01

-0.7L 1" 51

ttt

3.27

3"98

L"76

4 "3s

s.06

2"84

1.08

5.01

5.72

3.50

L"74

0 "66

6.87* B "26r<

7"58'* 8"97";

5 .46 6 "7 5i<

3. 60 4 "99

2"52 3"91

1" 86 3 "25

- 1.39

L0.26rr

L0 "97!<

B. 75'^"

6.99",1

5 "9L

5 "25

3 "39

2"00

"01p(
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different from the first four blocks of trials, Lhe eighth block of

trials \^7as signifÍcantly different from the first three blocks, and that

the seventh block of trials was significantly differenË from Èhe first

two.



DISCUSS ION

Controls Ín Experimentation

A siinple precaution has proven to be perhaps one of the mosË im-

portant findÍngs obtained ín the present study. The suspÍcion, that even

in control targets, a successive trials effect might be present dictated

the need for control targets Cl, C2, and C3. The results revealed that.

indeed, a successive tríals effect could be demonsLrated in nonillusory

targets. In the presenË case, there was an increase in PSE with repeated

adjustments of the three control targets.

These resulËs are not totally consistent r¿iËh the available data.

Pressey (1965) also obtained changes over trÍaIs in a control condition

for kinesthetic width judgmenËs. In thÍs experiment on figural after-

effects, the PSE in the control condition demonstraËed a general decrease

across four trials. This Lrend is in the reverse directíon of i¡hat was

found in Ëhe PresenÈ study. These tr,zo opposing results make one conclu-

sion fairly evident. The successive trials effect for control targe¡s

in perceptual studies ís probably a very specific one. The type of Ëask

and all other experimental conditions present will deËermine Ss t PSE and

changes over trials.

IÈ seems as though the most easily forgotten feature of an exper-

iment is a control group. In setËing up experimentsj most researchers

attempt to control for all conËaminating factors which could possibly

become involved in their resulÈs. In the area of successive trials in

the l4{f1ler-Lyer i11usion, experimenters have typically concent,rated on
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efficient stirm-rlus displays and adjustmenttechniques. ft is unfortun-

ate Ëhough thaË it took more than 70 years of r:e.search on this topíc to

find out that there is a successive trials effect present r¿hen non-

Íllusory Ëargets are being adjusted. This oversight may mean that the

successive trials effect, which has received so rnr:ch attenËion in the

past, is actually a contaminated effect. Fortunatery, the present ex-

periment replicaËed prevíous results so that past conclusions are not

entirely invalÍdated.

It un:st be recognízed that when one vrants to study the effecÈ of

a variable, a conËro1 condition may often be needed. rn the case of

successive Ërials effects ín illusions, one rrLlst. know what happens over

trials ín comparable non illusory targets. The above' comparíson beË¡¿een

the present sËudy and the study on figural aftereffects (Pressey, 1965)

poínts to the fact ËhaË controls may be necessary for each particular

task or experíment performed.

Brentano .I11us ions

The results obËained wiËh the tvro Brentano targets have two major

feaËures. rn Ëhe first place, Ëhese resulËs replicate past findings.

Considering the fact that this is only one of. a Large number of replica-

tíons, one míght not be very impressed. However, the present use of

controls does help increase confidence in past conclusions. In addÍtion,

ít appears as though a comparison of the two possible varÍations of the

Brentano targeË has never been published. The present resulËs indicate

that reversing the standard and variable portion of the BrenËano illusion

is noË a crucial factor in Ëhe successive trials effect.
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The second major feature Ís in terms of the results obtained

with the other targeËs used Ín the experiment. Despite all the díffer-

ences between the present experiment and past experimenËs, replication

of results still occurred. If Ëhe results obtained for the Brentano

targets are reliable then the results obtained for the IM and OM targets

should also be reliable. This indicant of reliabÍlity Ís important

since successive trials effects for IM and OM have been virËua11y un-

tested when each ís presented separately.

Illusorv Effecls in ]}I and OM

The absolute size of the Íl1usions obtained in IM and OM also

has profound implications in terms of future empirical work and theories

of illusions. The results obtained indicated that the rM targets

yielded a larger illusory effect than the Ol4 targets. These results are

in direct opposition to most findings obtaíned when fM and OM are com-

pared in terms of illusory effects. BineË (1895), srnith (1906), Pollack

and chaplin (1964), and sekuler and Erlebacher (Lg7Ð have found that

oM produces a larger illusory effect than does rM. Though the present

resulËs are directly opposed to the above findings, Ëhey are not unrea-

sonable. If one considers the visual angle subtended by a targ'et these

controversial results can be explained. T¡r the present experiment Ëhe

visual angle subtended by the standard portions of the target (apex to

apex) v/as approximately 506'. Pollack and Chaplin (1965) reporr that
trThe total dústance covered by the test figure \^ras approximatety 20 of

vÍsual angle (p. 379).rr If one nor^r turns Ëo Figure 1(p.78) in the Bayer

and ?ressey (L972) study the problem is resolved. If., instead of p1ôÈt:
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ing illusion as a funcËion of target size, one were to use vÍsual angle,

a visual angle of 20 yields an OM rvhich is greaEer than llvl. On rhe

other hand, if 506' of visual angle is used a larger illusion for IM Ëhan

for OM wÍll be obtained. Under these circumsËances it is advisable for

experimenters to consider the particular visual angle to be used in

perceptuaL experiments. It Ís an important consideration in the MUller-

Lyer illusíons and iE may perhaps prove to be important in other illusory

figures. IE wÍ11 be recognized Ëhat the above arguments also reinforce

the idea that one should always report the visual angles subtended by

s Ëimu li 
"

The results rvhich Índicate a difference in illusory effect beËween

Il"f and OM have iurplicaËions which are also imporÈant for theories of

i11usíons. Recently, differences between Olul and lM have become an ím-

portanË consideration in Ëhe development of theories. The ideas put

forward by Sekuler and Erlebache r (L97I), Day (Lg72), and nutchard and

Pressey (1971) will serve as examples.

Erlebacher and Sekuler (1969) explained Ëhe l{rÏIler-Lyer illusion

Ín terms of confusion theory. On the basis of a serÍes of studies per-

formed on the IM illusion they concluded that subjects incorporate inËo

their judgmenËs noË only Ëhe lengÈh of the target but also the distance

between the tips of Ëhe obliques. The resulting subjecËive esLimate

would be then a conpromise beËween these Ëwo lengths. Further experi-

mentaËion, this time with both Ill and OM, led Sekuler and Erlebacher

(L97L) to reject imporËant conclusions. They found that OM produced a
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larger illusion than IM.1 In addition, they found that, as the distance

betr,reen the outer tips of Ëhe obliques increased, the magnitude of the

DÍ illusion decreased but the illusory effect in OM changed liËtle. The

influence of these resulËs and of t,heir literature review led these

authors to state that, rhhat is usually ca1led Ëhe l,I{f11er-Lyer illusion

is actually two different illusions (p. 484).tl

Day (1969 ) proposed a theory of illusions whích is similar Ëo

Gregory's (1963) theory. Day uses di-stance cues as a basis for his ex-

planations, but perspecËive is only trone aspecË of the variaËiou in size

of spatial feaËures as projected at the eye (p. 50)." Although Day's

explanation of the Ponzo i11usíon closely para1le1s the perspective

theory of illusions, his explanation of Ëhe }{tfller-Lyer illusions has

a slightly different emphasis. ïn explaining the OM illusion he staËes

that :

ttsurround information which, under normal visual conditions, Ís
simply part of the extended sÍze gradíent, is abstracted in vari-
ous arrangemenËs of elements of different sizes. SÍnce Ëhe size
of an objectrs retinal projection is equivocal and its resolution
dependenË upon distance informaËion, which in Ëhese instances Êakes
the forrn of a size gradient or pattern, Ehe size of surroundíng
elements determines apparent object size. (Day, 1969, pP. 77-78)."

In his theory the obliques have an effect on Ëhe apparent síze or

length of the objecË because of the size they project. on the retina.

The differences which have been found between the OM and IM illusions

lTh."" results are Ëo be expected since the visual angle used
rTas approximately 1.50.
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have caused Day (7972) to use two different explanatÍons for each. ln

both cases the preservation of size constancy is important and is influ-

enced by the obliques which act as distance sËÍnrulÍ. In OM targets the

basis of the illusionrrÍs the síze of. the proximal elements (p. 1338)."

The basis of tl targetsttis the distance betr¿een the ends of the oblÍques,

that is, the defined spaces between the end.s of the arror,{7s (p. 1338).'r

Upon reading his explanation of both illusions one cannot help

but wonder how t\^7o opposing theories, confusion theory (Erlebacher and.

Sekuler, 1969) and constancy theory can so easily be combined. and con-

sidered as one.

In surmnary,both Sekuler and Erlebacher (1971) and Day (1972)

argue that since Ïlf and OM do not behave in the same vray, they are caused

by different factors. However, it rn¡st be recognized that theirs is

not. a necessary conclusion. There is an alternate way of interpreting

the resulËs. It is just as possible to assume thaË both D{ and OM are

basically Ëhe same but differentially modifed by a second factor.

This is precisely the way in v¡hich assimilation theory has been

employed. In this theory it is assumed that Ëhe fÒrm of the illusion

inËeracts with many factors and that one rm:st take into account sËiun¡lus

variables such as length and angle of obliques and target size (Butchard

and Pressey, I97L; Bayer and Pressey, 1972).

One of the sígnificant resulËs obtained by Butchard and ?ressey

(L97I) \^/as thât increasing the length of the oblique arms increased the

íllusory effect in n"f Ëo a greater degree than in OM. In addition,

Bayer and Pressey (L972) found that increasing targeE size decreases the
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illusory effect in Oll but that DI is only slightly affected.. In explain-

ing these differences betv¡een OM and Df the authors do irot have to

resort to changing the maín factor of assimilation (see p.46) Ln

assímílation theory. RaËher, as one increases the length of obliques,

an the target sÍze the encls of the obliques in OM progressívely fall
outside the aËtentive fíe1d and consequently have less of an effect. Or

.the 
other hand, the obliques in lM are ahvays oríented. torvard the center

of the aËtentive field. Thus in this form of the illusion the ob1Íques

remain in the same relaËÍve posítion and are noË as affected as OM by

variations in lengths of the obliques or by changes in target size.

This explanatÍon can be understood more easÍ1y if the reader refers to
FÍgure 3. rn Ëhis-figure, rather than conceiving the circular

fields as decreasíng over trials. one should imagine Ëhe obliques as

being extended beyond attentive fields

Thus, it can be seen that it is sti1l reasonable to use one main

assumption or postulate to explain both ûf and oM. At the same time.

Ëhe second posÈu1ate (attentive fields) does explain how stÍmulus vari-

ables can differentially effect the basic process. rt appears more

parsimonious to proceed in this fashion than to work within the frame-

work of two factors, one to explain OM and one for Df.

Successive Trials Effects

'Íhe results obtained for Ëhe trials effecE involving ftf and

OM demonstrated that repeaced presenËatÍon and adjustment of these

fllusory stimuli produced a decrease in Íllusion. since none of

the ínteracEions proved significant, one cannot state thaE'
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the rates of decrease for Ill and OM are dÍfferent. If any of the tríals.

by form of illusion interaction, trials by variable portion interaction,

or the three way interaction had been significant, Ëhen differences in

rate of decrease for these targets could have undergone further invest-

ígation. On the basis of the above analysis, one must conclude that IM

and OM are not different Ín terms of decrease in illusory effect across

successive Ërials.

One could guestion lhe data rvhich were used in the above analy-

sis since the initial level of illusion is greater in lï than in OM. In

fact, when the mean initial illusion (firsË block of four trials) in IM

is compared Ëo that obtained in OM one finds that the initial level in

Ilf is more than 3.29 times greaËer than in OM. Under these circurnstarlces,

one could expect Ëhe raËe of decrease in rlf to be greater than that

found in oM (Law of rnitial values, sternbach, 7966). rË could be Ëhat,

if both forms of the illusion had produced equívalent illusory effects,

a trials by form of illusion interaction might have been significant.

In oËher r¿ords, meaningifùl comparisons cannot be made through Ëhe use of

the present data.

Matched groups. A further atËempt Tras made Ëo try and investigate

differences in raËe of decline in ftl and OM. It was decided to

match subjects on the basis of means for the firsc block of four trials.

Only four matches were found between Ss in Il- and 01 and six were found

between ss in T2 and 02. Thís yielded rM and oM groups of 10 ss each.

The differerlces in scores for any pair of matched Ss was less the 4 nrn

and the mean difference in initial illusion beEween the matched BI and
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oM groups rvas 1.17 mn. A graphic representaLÍon of the results is

presented Ín Appendix A. An analysis of variance was performecl on

these data. the analysis revealed a significant trials effect with F

equal to 4.o2 (df = B/r44, p ( .001). NeÍrher rhe difference berween

Df and oM nor the trials by iltusion interactíon was significant.
I¡r. thís analysis essentially the same results were obËained as in

the previous analysis. Since the interaction was again not significant

one must accept the hypothesis that differentÍal rates o.f decrease-

beËween J}{ and OM are not present. Though there were only 10 subjects

Per group in this analysÍs, it must be remembered thaË maËchÍng Ss shoulcl

be an efficient tesËrsince the suspected variable'(iniËia1 level) has

been removed from the data

Thegries of Mrlller-lyer Decrement

The conclusion which rn:st be reached is that there is not suffic-

ient evídence to indi.cate that IM and OM und.ergo dÍfferenË successive

trials effects. IË r¿ill be remembered that this conclusion is consisËent

with the predictions made on the basis of learning theory and satiation

theory.

explaining l.earning Ëheory, it was argued ËhaE the decrease

in the MrÏl1er-Lyer illusion takes place with repeated trials because Èhe

horízonËal distance becomes more clearly discríminated from the context.

The context in this case consists of the obliques forming the illusion.

SÍnce the same size and number of obliques are involved in IM and OM,

then the rate of discriminaËion should be relatively the same in both
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forms of the illusion.

Satiation theory also leads to the same prediction. It is argued

that satiation builds up most strongly at the apex of each oblique and

the angles are displaced into less satiated areas. In other words, with

successive trÍals the obliques in Df are displaced away from each other

and Ín OM the angles are displaced toward each other. Since the angle

and length of Ëhe obliques are the same in lll and OM, then satiation

should be equal in both forms.

Thus it can be seen that, since a trials effect is present in

and 0M, and since no inËeraction \^7as significant Ëhe present results

not challenge either learning theory or satiation theory.

On the other hand, the results contradíct the predictions made from

the consLruct of attentive fields in assimilation Ëheory. IË will be remem-

bered Ëhat, with repeated trials, the circular attentive field should have

been progressively reduced in size (see Fig. 3). As the attentive field

becomes smaller the arms of the obliques in OM should become progressively

less influential in the assimilative effect. That is, with successive

trials the contexËual magnitudes between the tips of the obliques become

rrgated'r ouË, and thus do not contribute Ëo Ëhe assimilative effect. 1.his

urould be analogous to reducing the length of the arms of the obliques in OM

figures. On the other hand, no matter how reduced the aEtentive field

becomes with successive trials all conËextual magnitudes in Ilf remain

wiËhin the smallest possible attentive field. ThaË is, the tips of the

oblÍques remain within the attentive field r'¡hich must at least have a

diameter equal to the distance between Èhe apexes of both obliques.

I]"f

do
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According to this theory, then, the illusion should decrease rvith repeat-

ed trials in oM buL not in IM. The results of the study have shown that
a successive trials effect can be found ín both OlI and lM. Since the

predÍction for tI rvas not supported, one musË conclud.e that the attentive
field postulate is not a fruitful explanation for the successive trials
effect in the l,IS11er-Lyer illusion.

In all fairness, iË should be stated that the main faclor in the

theory is not aËtentive fields but rather assimí1ation. The postulate

ivhich describes assÍmilation states that, r'lfhenever judgments are made

of a series of magnitudes, the smaller magnitudes in that series will be

overestimated and the larger magnitudes would. be underestimated (pressey,

1970, p" 180)"rt ft may be that assimilatíon itself undergoes successive

trials effects- That is, the degree of assimilatÍon may clecline after

many judgments of a stimulus rvhich is embedded ryithin a contexÈ. In

order to test such a hypothesis non-illusory stimuli should be used..

Pressey (1967) has argued that Ëhe basic paradigm for assimilation ié
found in the studies on the trcentral tend.ency effect (CTE).'r A possible

experiment on crE would reguire the s to make repeated. jud.gments on, say

5 magnitudes rvhich are r¡ithin 30 nsn to 70 nrn in length. After several

such judgments the results should show that assimilation takes place.

Under these circumstances, the 30 m¡n line should be overestimated and.

the 70 nrn line should be underestimated.. Once assímilation has been

established the successive trials effect could be investigated. Thís

r'rould be done by having Ss contínue making judgments for a large number

of trials and then measure Ëhe CTE as a function of these successive
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trials. If assimilation does decline lvith practice, the

smaller at the end of the series than it rvas in Ëhe earlv

experiment. This would, of course, mimic the successÍve

whích has been found in the lúI1ler-l,ver iI1usion.

Future Research

CTE should be

stages of the

trials effecË

The proposed investigation into the nature of assimilation can

anshTer only one of the questions r¿hich arose- from the present study.

Several ot.her possible investigations are worth mentioning.

The results obtained in the three conËrol groups suggest a re-

evaluatÍon of a habit r,,¡hich has developed in the measurement of percep-

tualresponses. In many cases the methods used involve several trials so

that a more rrstablerf response can be obtained. Pressey (1965) and Ëhe

present sËudy have demonstrated Ëhat responses for conËro1 conditÍons

change across trials. Experimenters should be ar¿are of what, may be

happening in their studies. IË could be that the rrstablert response is

actually a combination of effects; one due to the independent variable,

the oÈher due to the measurement technique being used. At present,very

litt1e ínformation has been reporËed on these possible inËeractions in

terms of percepËual data" In order to overcome this problem, a series

of investigations would probably be necessary. RelatÍvely simple stímrrli

would be used and subjects would make judgments of length, directíon, or

area. In this v¡ay, one could obtain insights as to what is

happening when subjecËs judge features of certain sírnr1i. In addition,

Èhe traditional methods of measurement could also be compared in terms

of the resulËs obËained for relaËively simple stinuli. In trying to
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obtain a stable response it is possible ËhaL one method will- yield
responses whÍch reflect less of a Ërial-s effecË than others. The out-

come of such experiments could be used in Ëwo ways. In the first place,

experímenters could consider the findings from these studies when trying

to determÍne rvhich method and controls are most appropriate for Ëheir

investigatíons. Secondl-y, the investigation of what takes place Ín the

judgment of simple stímuli can be Ínteresting in its own right. I,Ie

have displayed great inËerest in illusory effects, consLancies, distance

cues and other perceptually cornplex phenornena. As yet, vze have no clear

idea of what would happen if subjecEs v/ere required to estÍmaEe, sây,

the length of a straight lÍne ín a typical experiment in perception.

Ïnspection of control data revealed a second phenomenon rvlLich has

receíved l-íttle aËtention" Upon ínspectÍon of the mean ?SEs in Ëhe three

conËrol condiËions it was found thaË descending trials (DT) were greater

in magnitude than ascending trials (AT). Each DT (variable obviously too

long at Ëhe onseË of trials) was compared to its preceeding or following

AT" OuË of the 105 comparÍsons whích could be made, in 104 cases it was

found thaË the ?sE for DTs was greaËer than for ATs " simílar findings

have previously been obËained for kinesthetic width judgments (?ressey,

l-965). In addit.ion, measurement theorisËs have always warned ËhaË such

effecËs could exist"

trlhy have we simply been satisfied to conËrol for differences be-

tween DTs and ATs? Is it not a perceptual phenomenon which can, and should,

be invesLigated? The experimentation which suggesËs itself would again

involve simple kinds of judgments" The maÍ.n independent variable would
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be the sequence ín r'¡hich ATs and DTs are presented. One could investig-

ate the effects of using; only DTs or ATs, the alternation meËhod (a b

a b), the double alternatÍon method (a b b a). The effect of DTs on

subsequent ATs and of a series of ATs on subsequent DTs could also be

considered. The effect of the direction Ímposed on the judgmental test

could be investigated in terms of either a few trials per subjecË or

within the framework of successive trials effecËs. Once the intricacies

of simple judgments and of the methods we use to measure subjective

estimates are betËer understood v¡e may perhaps be in a better position

to explaÍn complex phenomena.

Researchers in Ëhe area of successÍve trials effects in the

M{lller-Lyer illusíon have already been critícízed on the basis of the

lack of control targets and the nearly exclusive use of the Brentano

Ëarget in experimentation: . I.IiËhÍn Ëhe last twenty years, another metho-

dological problecn has occurred. AfËer a very large number of experiments

have been performed one suddenly- discovers thaË only two experiments have

used a method other than Ëhe meËhod of adjustment. l,ewis (1908) adjusted

the figure and subjects reporÈed Ëhe relaËive length of the variable

stim¡lus on a five poínt scale which ranged from definitely longer to

definitely shorter. K8h1er and Fishback (1950a) used the method of liro-

its to tesË the illusion" trrlhen one looks inËo the matter it is realized

that very litËle informaËion on the role of the method of adjustment in

the successive trials effect is available. The studies (Lewis, 1908,

K8hler and Fishback, 1950a) which do not use Èhe method of adjustment use

few subjects and Ëhe results have noL been evaluated Ëhrough Ëhe use of
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statistics. Replication of past results is not the issue, especially

sÍnce the method of limits Ís involved. The large numl:er of stimulus

presenlations and subjective estimates required for each trial make

the method of limiËs impracLical. Because of the large number of

judgments Ínvolved, as the number of trials increases motivational

variables could become involved in the resulËs. In addition, each time

a subject has to make, say, 10 judgments of greater, egual, or smaller

for one trial the subject has had, in essence, terr successive trials

wÍth the stímulus.

A method of product,ion which has recently been used for estim-

ates of the illusion in both IM and OM (Bayer and ?ressey, Lg72) over-

comes the problems associated wiËh the meËhod of limits " In this

meËhod, an íllusory figure and one point are drar,,¡n on a page. The

illusory figure can be placed in the upper left hand portion of the

page and the point would be below this and to the right of the left

edge of the figure. The subject inspects the figure for a fixed inter-

val and then responds by placing a dot to the right of the point so

Ëhat the figurefs Length is equated by the distance between Ehe point

and doË. A Lypical experiment vrould involve two experimental and one

controL group. One group could judge Êhe OM form of the Mllller-Lyer

illusion and the second experimental group would judge the length of

the IM form of the illusion. In Èhe control condiËion the stimulus

would consist of two points which replace the ill-usory figures and the

usual point below this. Each subject would receive several trials

qith a particular ËargeË. This experÍment r¿ould partially replicate
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the present experiment. More importantly, it would give a further

indication as to whether the successive trials effect in the lÁTller-

Lyer illusion ís or is not specific Ëo the method of adjustment.

The last possible experiment which will be mentioned involves the

two maín findings obtained wÍth the rM and oM targets. rt has been

argued that the difference in overall illusory effecË between the two

figures of the illusion was due to the visual angle which was used in

the study. ln addÍtion, it was found that the successive trials effect

r¿as the same ín both forms of Ëhe illusion. One cannot help but wonder

what the results r¿ould demonstrate for the successive trials effect in

IM and OM if each was investigated as a function of visual angle.

The results from the present study indicate that, for relatively

large visual angles, the successive trials effect is the same in IM and

OM.. The question of whether D{ and OM undergo a simílar successive

trials effect for small and intermediate vísual angles has not been

ínvesÈigated in the past.

Either the method of adjustment or method of pr6duction could be

used to measure Ehe successive illusions in IM and OM as a function of

visual angle. Each subject would receive trials r¿ith one of the IM or

OM targets. The visual angles subtended by the stimuli could be, say,
_o ,o _o - ñ
L-, 4-, 7-, and 10-. Eight groups of subjects r¿ouId be involved and

each would be defined in terms of the for¡o of illusion and its visual

angle. Several trials would be administered for each particular target.

The visual angle could be varíed in one of two r¡zays. one possibility

is Eo use the same IM and OM targets and vary visual angle by increasing
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the eye-to-target distances. The other method, which may be simpler

to use, Ís to keep the eye-Ëo-target disEance constant but vary the

disËance between Ëhe apexes of the obliques. In this last method one

would have to maintain the same angle between obliques and the same

proportion between target length and length of oblique arms for all

targets. This experiment vüould be another test of the prediction Èhat

successive tríals effects are the same in the &f and OM forms of Ëhe

Ifrlller-Lyer illusion when each is tested separately.

Conc 1u s ions

The decline in illusion that takes place as measurements of the

íllusory target increase has been used as an experimental model for

studying perceptual learning. The major aim of this study r.,ias to de-

termine r¿hether that model has been fruitful in Ëhe past and whether it

will continue to be fruitful in the future. A review of the research

on successÍve trials effect in illusions leads Ëo the conclusion Ëhat,

so far, the phenomenon of decrement in illusion has yielded very littte

insight into the princÍples governing perceptual learning. The empirical

findings in the present experiment also do not yield major insights into

the lav¿s of perception but they do, once again, reinforce the dictum that

onets conlusions are only as trclear'r as the results upon which thos

conclusions are based. The present study has shovrn that control condi-

tions n¡rst be employed in measures of successive trials effects. It

also has shown (at least on logical grounds) that the illusory targets

should be made as simple as possible in order Ëo increase the possibility

of dealíng with relatively unconfounded factors. Nevertheless, progress
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in our state of knowledge about perceptual learning must arvait more

direct research. Such research rney involve successive trials effects,

but in all probability, the research wíll be most fruitful if it is

tied to some stable theoretical constructs. Our lack of understanding

Ëhe successive trials effects in Í1lusíons (and, thus perhaps, percep-

Èual learning) are probably linked to our failure to provide valid

theories of illusions
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FIGI]RE RNTRESENTING'}'IEAN ILLUSION FOR Nn{E

BLOCKS OF FOUR SUCCESSIVE TRIALS FOR TIIE

I,TATCTIED SIIBJECTS tr'] ]M AND OM
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